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ABSTRACT

An analytical model describing thermally induced
flow oscillations in heat exchangers for supercritical
fluids has been compared with experimental data. The
model is basically that developed previously by Dr.
Novak Zuber. The effect of the heat transfer rate to
the tube wall has been added. The model and the data
are shown to be consistent and reasonably close in
agreement on the appearance of the nsc_llations. It
is found that the rate of heat transfer plays an impor-
tant role in stabilizing the system.

From the full model a greatly simplified stability
criterion is derived. The criterion is a single equation
stating that for stability a ratio of stabilizing to destabil-
izing pressure drops must be greater than an expansion
factor. All parameters in the criterion are theoretically
based and can be predicted in advance; the criterion re-
duces directly to the correlation used successfully by
Thurston. Therefore, it should be useful as a design
tool.
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Section 1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

In heating various cryogenic fluids close to their critical point, as for in-
stance in rocket engine heat exchangers, severe oscillations have been experi-
enced. The cause of these oscillations was the subject of previous research by
Zuber,(1) who developed an analytical model for the prediction of thermally in-
duced flow oscillations.

It ts the objective of this irivestigation, performed under National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration Contract NAS8-21014, to verify the validity

of Zuber's model by comparison with experimental data. If needed, modifi-

cations and extensions of the analysis are to be made. From a valid model,

simple stability criteria are to be provided for use in design and applications.





Section 2

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments on flow oscillations in heat exchangers for supercritical fluids
were compared with a stability analysis of an analytical model of the system.
Data considered were for hydrogen taken by Thurston,(2) and for oxygen, two
sets obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Some
data for subcritical boiling systems were also considered. The model is based
on the equations of change for the fluid as originally formulated by Zuber.(I)
Dynamics of heat transfer to the tube wall has been added to Zuber's model,
requiring use of an approximate solution technique to obtain closed-form solu-
tions. Stability is determined by use of the standard Nyquist stability crite-
rion. Sensivity of the stability predictions to the approximations in the solu-
tion technique and to the calculation of model parameters from the data is
considered.

A greatly simplified criterion developed from the general behavior of the
Nyquist diagrams is in the form of a single i_nequality, indicating that a ratio of
the stabilizing to destabilizing forces or pressure drops must exceed the size
of the principal loop of the Nyquist diagram. The criterion includes the effect
of upstream and downstream pressure drops, as well as the acceleration and
friction pressure drops in the test section. There are no explicit limits on the
degree of subcooling of the inlet fluid. _ Since all parameters in the criterion
have a theoretical basis, the criterio_ can be used to predict stability in advance.

The comparison of the stability predictions made from the full analytical

solution with the experimental data was consistent and reasonably good. The

model tended to predict that the system was a little more unstable than was re-

ported; there were exceptions, however. Much of the disagreement is be-

lieved to be near the limits of the accuracy of the analysis. On the basis of

comparison with supercritical data it is concluded that all major effects con-

tributing to the instability phenomenon are included in the model. There may

of course be important effects which appear in a different apparatus, but those
are not self-evident.

It was found that results obtained using the appr,.ximate analytical solution
procedure were in adequate agreement with the exact numerical solution of the

system equations. The approximate predictions generally tended to be closer

to the stability limit. It was concluded that the analytic solution was a useful

tool for this stability analysis.

The results were found to be relatively insensitive to an approximate equa-

tion of state if applied appropriately. Zuber suggested the use of two straight

lines to approximate the specific volume-enthalpy relation for the fluid.(I)

This approximation was found to be quite adequate if it permits the total fluid

residence time in the exchanger to be closely matched.



The most serious limitation of the analysis is in the prediction of heat

transfer coefficients used as parameters. The results are generally partic-

ularly sensitive to the heat transfer rate used. With large changes in physical

properties, both with tube length and radius, prediction of the film heat trans-

fer coefficient to be used in the analysis does not appear to be on firm ground.

Those used were calculated from the Dittus-Boelter equation when experi-

mental data were not available.

The simplified criterion developed from the analytic solution gives good

agreement with all three sets of experimental data. It is particularly attrac-

tive because it is a simple equation and all parameters have a theoretical

basis. The fact that the criterion was derived with no explicit limitations on

its range of applicability for this system suggests a general utility. However,

more experimental data are needed to investigate its limitations.

The criterion is shown to be of the same form as the correlation equation

used successfully by Thurston.(3) However, it is believed to be of more gen-

eral utility for two reasons: All parameters have a theoretical basis and can

be predicted in advance. This criterion specifically includes the effect of inlet

and exit pressure drops as well as the test section behavior, whereas Thurston's

correlation accounts only for the energy input, flow rate, and fluid properties.

Although Thurston's correlation is a reformulation of Zuber's first order equa7

tion, it has been found that Zuber's simplified criteria are not satisfactory for

the prediction of stability.

4



Section 3

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the model investigated here be used to predict

possible unstable behavior in supercritical heat exehangers. The simplified

criterion of Table 14, on page 107, should be used as a guideline for design

purposes.

It is believed, however, that more experimental data on supercritical sys-

tems are needed to thoroughly test the model and the simplified criterion.

These should be obtained in controlled laboratory conditions if at all possible.

To test the model most efficiently measurements should be taken only at the

system stability limit. It is important to measure all system pressure drops
and the point heat transfer coefficient. The range of experimentation should

be as broad as possible in the fluid residence time and the upstream pressure

drop as well as in the usual independent parameters, energy input, flow rate,
and pressure.

It is also suggested that more theoretical work be done to determine the

effect of those property variations with temperature and pressure which have

been ignored here. Special attention should be paid to the heat transfer
parameters.

The model used here cannot be recommended for subcritica/ systems.

More theoretical work is needed to define an adequate system model. Zuber'_ 4)

most recent model may be satisfactory, but comparison with experimental
data is needed.

Experimental work at subcritical pressures is not recommended until

progress has been made toward an adequate model.





Section 4

INT RODUCTION

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INSTABILITY PHENOMENON

When cryogenic fluids are strongly heated as they pass through a heat

exchanger, flow oscillations can be encountered, This instability phenomenon

can have detrimental effects on the system operation.

Plait and Wood (5) document instabilities observed in the development of

the Saturn booster. Liquid oxygen is bled from the fuel system, heated to a

gas, and used to pressurize the oxidlzer.tank. The instabilities cancauseun-

even oxidizer fi0w as well as mechanical failure.

Similar oscillations have been observed with other types of fluids as well.

Forced and natural convection boiling liquids can also exhibit these so-called

thermal-density flow oscillations. Such behavior can be very serious in a

boiling-water reactor. An analogous phenomenon is the instability observed

in liquid fuel combustion chambers.(6) There the heat of combustion replaces

the exlernal energy source.

Developmental rules of thumb have been formulated to cure an oscillating

heat exchanger system if it becomes unstable. There is a need, however, for

a simple criterion which will enable a designer to avoid potential unstable de-

signs. It is believed that this can come only from a thorough knowledge of the
cause of the instabilities.

PREVIOUS WORK

Zuber recently made a thorough review of the theoretical and experimental

work on the instability phenomenon.(1) Most work has been done for subcritical

two-phase systems. Zuber noted the similarity between the instability phe-

nomena in subcritical and supercritical fluids and developed a theoretical model

applicable both near and above the critical pressure. The model and simpli-

fications derived from it gave good qualitative agreement with reported experi-
mental observations.

Since Zuber's report several additional papers have appeared. Thurston

reported extensive data on supercritical hydrogen(2) and suggested means of

eliminating the oscillations.(7) Experimental studies by Stenning and

Veziroglu(8) on Freon and Rogers(9) on hydrogen have been reported. Both

were subcritical. Edeskuty and Thurston(3) published a correlation of several

sets of sub- and supercritical data based on a simplified criterion of Zuber.(I)

Sanathanan(I0) developed an analytic technique which proved useful in modeling

flow oscillations in boiling water reactor channels. Recently Zuber has ex-

tended his analysis to include slip velocity in two-phase systems.(4) In a study



which is related to but not exactly an instability problem, Hill and McCann(II)

developed a feedback control scheme for a heat exchanger for a supercritical

fluid.

SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS WORK

This work takes the basic model of Zuber (I) and applies it primarily to

three sets of data on flow oscillations in supercritical fluids. In Section 5,

"Analytical Model," the model equations are developed along with modifications

required by the data. The equations are solved approximately and the system

characteristic equation is obtained. The procedure for determining the sta-

bility is outlined in Section 5 under the heading Stability Analysis. Section 6

contains the analysis of the data. The principal assumptions and limitations

of the model and how they influence the stability predictions are discussed in

more detail in Section 7. Efforts to obtain simplified stability criteria are in-

cluded in Section 8, which contains a discussion of Zuber's criteria,

Thurston's correlation, and a new criterion obtained from the present anal-

ysis. Section 9 takes an overall look at the results and conclusions of the en-

tire report.

There are three major contributions in this work. It will be shown that

Zuber's model, along with the modifications made to it here, does a consistent

and reasonably good job of matching three different sets of experimental data.

It will be shown that the rate of heat transfer to the tube wall is a very im-

portant stabilizing influence on the system. This has apparently not been

pointed out previously. Third, a very simple stability criterion will be de-

veloped, based on experience with the full model, which appears attractive for

use as a predictive design tool. It is believed to be the most complete sim-

plified criterion now available.

8



Section 5

ANALYTICAL MODEL

ASSUMPTIONS AND EQUATIONS OF CHANGE

With one important exception the problem will be formulated and solved

just as itwas done by Zuber(1). Since the solution which will be obtained here

appears far different from Zuber's, it is advisable to reformulate the prob-

lem and solve it again; but since the difference is more apparent than real,

frequent comparisons will be made between the two problems.

Consider the system shown schematically in Figure 1. The fluid flows

through a tube from left to right. Between positions 0 and 1 there is a con-

striction before the test section is reached. In the test section between po-

sitions 1 and 3 the fluid is heated from some external source. Downstream

from the test section is a plenum and another constriction. Figure 1 differs

from the system considered by Zuber only in the plenum, which was added to

be in agreement with Thurston's(2) experimental apparatus.

The dynamic state of the fluid in the test section can be described by a

mass balance, as the continuity equation,*

an energy balance

written in terms of the fluid enthalpy i', and a momentum balance

_bp' =p, bu' p'u' _u' g,p, f'-+ + p'u' (3)

The term q_v in Equation 2 is the energy transferred from the wall.

Zuber(1) assumed that the wall had zero thickness so that q_v equalled the en-

ergy input into the system q' either by electric heating or transfer from an ex-

ternal hot fluid. As will be shown in Section 7, this is by no means true in all

experimental facilities. For example, in Thurston's(2) apparatus the ratio of

*Nomenclature is defined in Section 10. It will be the same as was used by

Zuber, with few exceptions. The prime will be adopted as a convention in-

dicating dimensioned variables. The unprimed variables will always be di-
mensionless.

9
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the thermal capacitance of the wall A_v 5_vC_v to that of the entering fluid

' is of the order of I0. It would be much higher than that near the exit,A__ Cp
where the fluid density is much less. For more generality then, q_has been

replaced by the standard heat transfer relation.

q_=h' (T_ (0) - T') (4)

where T_ (0) is the inside surface temperature of the wall. If the wall cur-

vature is neglected, the energy balance on a wall element with internal energy

generation can be written

5T_v_k, _____T'
c_v _t _y_ + , (5)' Aw

with the boundary conditions

at y' =0, k'_ ' (6)
5y, = qw

aty'=_<v,k'_ =0 (7)
_y

It is in the addition of the dynamics of the heat transfer to the wall that this

analysis differs from Zuber's.

It is more convenient to rewrite Equations 1 through 7 in dimensionless

form. The following normalizing variables have been used: length, _'; time,

'/fh'; mass, 5_'a; energy, Ain't, and temperature, Ai1_/cp. Here _ and _ rep-
resent the velocity and density of the undisturbed inlet fluid and Ai1_ is the en-

thalpy increase between positions 1 and 2 of Figure i. Zuber(I) called po-

sition 2 the transition point, and suggested that it be the transposed critical

temperature of the fluid. How position 2 is located for the purposes of this

analysis is discussed in more detail in Section 7 under the heading Two-region

Approximation. Equations 1 to 7 in their dimensionless form, using unprimed

variables to indicate the dimensionless quantitities, become

Continuity

_u

+ _ 3z - o (8)

Fluid Energy

+
5t _z

1_ _ (Tw(O) -T)
p J

(9)

II



Momentum

_u _u
:p--+ u + + u

-Sz 5t _zz go _oo

Wall energy

Cw_TWst Cw _v_TW_w 1-- __ +-
8y _

Wall boundary conditions

C w 5 Tw
at y =0, _ww £w 3z - _ (T w - T)

aty=_w, Cw £w_TW=0:Jw 3z

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The variables and the parameters in Equations 8 through 13 are defined in

the nomenclature. Other than the variables having their dimensional counter-

parts are the parameters Cw, _ , ¢0, ;w, and T12. cO of course, is a di-

mensionless form of the friction factor. The others have the physcial sig-

nificance of the heat capacitance of the wall relative to the entering fluid for

Cw, the heat transfer time in the fluid for: / , the eonductiontime inthe wall for

_w, and the residence time of the entering fluid between positions 1 and 2 for

role. T12 also equals the fraction of the energy input required between positions

1 and 2. For uniform energy input T_e equals kle, the length of region 1-2.

The basic assumptions involved in writing Equations 1 to 7 are the

following. The problem is one-dimensional; therefore, the fluid properties

are assumed to be averaged over the tube crosssection. Fluid expansion

work or energy is negligible in the energy equation. The pressure drop due
to fluid friction can be written in terms of a friction factor as in the momen-

tum equation. The heat transfer from the wall can be correlated with a heat

transfer coefficient h'. The wall is thin enough so that the heat conduction

problem can be treated as if the wall were an infinite slab of thickness, _v-

Equation 5 is also written for heat generation distributed throughout the wall.

However, it is not difficult to show that the results in terms of q_¢ would

be no different if the energy were added externally through the boundary con-

dition Equation 7 instead.

In order to solve Equations 8 to 13 an equation of state must be used in
addition. Zuber(1) noted that even for a supercritical fluid, as the fluid tem-

perature or enthalpy gets very far from the critical, the fluid behaves much

like a perfect liquid or a perfect gas. Therefore, it was suggested that the

equation of state be approximated by two straight lines on the specific volume-

enthalpy curve at constant pressure. This is shown in Figure 2. This so-

called "two-region approximation" will be adopted here. It will therefore be

assumed that the specific volume-enthalpy relation will not be significantly

12
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affected by pressure variations and that it can be approximated by two straight

lines, as shown in Figure 2. The horizontal line represents liquid-like

behavior and that fluid will be called the heavy fluid. The gas-like fluid will

be designated the light fluid. The point at which the two lines intersect is

called the transition point; and from the definition of the dimensionless en-

thalpy, the transition enthalpy must be unity if the inlet enthalpy is taken as

zero. With the assumption of the two-region approximation the equation of

state can be written

1 i<-i
l/p= ,,

l+_'rze (i-1) , i>1 (14)
r

\

where Qwas designated the reaction frequency by Zuber and is a measure

of how much the light fluid expands with or reacts to an enthalpy change. Note

that with the assumption of Equation 14, or any other pressure independent re-

lation for the specific volume, the energy and continuity equations have been

uncoupled from the momentum equation. The former can be solved first and

the momentum equation then solved separately later.

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Equations 8 to 14 completely define the model for the fluid in the test

section. Following the accepted procedure for stability analyses these equa-

tions will be solved for small perturbations about the steady-state values of

the variables. Then the test section pressures will be related to the pressure

drops in the rest of the system of Figure i. This will give the system re-

sponse to any external stimulus, say the upstream pressure Po. A steady-

state solution will then be unstable if the perturbation variables increase ex-

ponentially as a result of any disturbance.

Zuber(1) has shown that the model can be solved analytically for pertur-

bations when there is no wall capacitance, i.e.,Cw = 0, and when the two-region

approximation Equation 14 is assumed. The same basic solution procedure will

be followed here. The variables will be replaced by the sum of a steady-state

and a perturbation term,

p=p+6p, u:u+Su, i=_+6i, p=p +Sp, Tw=T--w+6Tw,

and T:T+ST.

With the introduction of these expressions into Equations 8 to 14, a set of equa-

tions is obtained for the steady-state variables and a second set for the per-

turbations. Omitting the momentum equation for the moment, the steady-state
counterparts of Equations 8, 9, and ii to 13 are as follows.

14



Continuity

 d_C
dz (15)

Fluid Energy

_ dr i Cw (_w(0)__) (16)u

Wall Energy

Cw 1
0-_w£W 2_ dy2 +-- (17)

aty=0, Cw _w dTw =Cw (_w T)
-Yw dy .7 -

at Y:_w, C--w-- dTw :0
Uw £w dy

(18)

The steady-state problem is solved as follows. First, integrate Equa-

tion 17 across the wall thickness and use the boundary conditions, Equation 18,
to obtain

Cw _¥)1
--_ T12 (19)

This, of course, is the condition Zuber(1) assumed. Therefore, the steady-

state results with and without the heat transfer to the wall will be identical.

Equation 15 requ£res that

fi = 1 (20)

since _fi at the inlet is defined to be unity. Combining Equations 19 and 20

then with Equation 16 requires that the enthalpy be

[ = z/TI_ (21)

if the energy input, i. e., 1/Tie, is constant and if the inlet enthalpy is taken to

be zero. Using Equation 21 in the equation of state Equation 14 gives the spe-
fic volume

1 1 +Q(z-Tla) , zmTla(
)

(22)

_5



From Equation 20, then, the velocity equals the specific volume

1
I , z<T12

I +Q(z-_'12) , z -':-TI_

(23)

Equations 21 to 23 provide the complete steady-state solution for the state of
the fluid. It is the same as Zuber's_ 1) The enthalpy varies linearly with dis-

tance. The transition point, when i= 1, occurs at z =_ =%2. To the left of

the transition point the heavy fluid has a constant density and velocity. To the

right the light fluid has a specific volume and velocity which vary linearly with

distance. Since the transition point occurs at z = _'1_ and the velocity in the

heavy region is unity, %_ is the fluid residence time in the heavy region.

The continuity and energy equations for the perturbations are

Continuity

sSp+fi d__dz +_z 5u+dfi_zz 5p+_ dS-----2-Udz=0 (24)

Fluid Energy

d6i d{

sSi+ fi -_-z + 7zzSU
1 Cw (STw(0)_ 6T)1 cw (iw(O) -  )6p + [ (25)

Wall Energy

sCw Tw Cw t d 6Tw (26)
::}w w dy2

at y=0, Cw_ w dST CW(STw_5T) (27)
Yw dy =

at _w dSTw= 0 (28)Y = _w, _w dy

In Equations 24 to 26 the time derivative has been replaced by the operator s.

This operational procedure is equivalent to taking the Laplace transformation

of the linear perturbed equations. It is also equivalent to the operational pro-

cedure used by Zuber. (1) It will be assumed for the sake of convenience that

only the inlet velocity will be disturbed. At z=0 then, 5i=5p=0 andSu=St h.

The perturbed problem is solved as follows. The wall temperature pro-

file may be directly solved from Equations 26 to 28 to give

5T
5T w 1+ (-7/3w) Ys-_w tanh/s :lw

16



Therefore, the perturbation in energy transferred from the wall is

Cw (5 Tw(0) - ST) = -(Cw/_ v__ tanh
.7 l+{--_/Jv_ _ tanh s4_-_w ST= -W6T

(29)

Equation 29 can be used to eliminate the wall temperature perturbation from

the fluid energy equation, Equation 25. Equations 24 and 25 may now be solved

along with the perturbed equation of state.

State

I°--_--5p = _rx_ 5 i, i>l

first in the heavy region and then in the light region.

(30)

Heavy Region

Combining Equations 30 and 22 with the perturbed continuity equation gives

dSu
-0 (31)

dz

5u=Su_ (32)

Using the steady-state relations, Equations 21 and 23, along with Equations

29 and 30, the energy equation, Equation 25, reduces to

sSi+6u--_-+d6---_i= - (Cw/-W__tanhc_ff-_w 6i =-- WSi
_12 dz 1 +(2 / U w)C_w tanh

(33)

In writing Equation 33, 5 T has been replaced by its equal in these dimension-

less terms, 5i. The solution to Equation 33 may be written

[ ]5i = -6ul l-e -(s+w)z (34)

where W is the function of the wall heat transfer parameters on the right side

of Equation 29. It has been implicitly assumed that Cw, X7w and J are con-

stants here.

The perturbed position of the transition point may now be obtained from

Equation 34 and the steady-state enthalpy, Equation 21.. The transition point

is defined as the point at which the dimensionless enthalpy is unity. Letting

that point be z = Tla +Sk, the linearized equation obtained is as follows.
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1 =i (Tl_+Sk)+Si (Tla) = 1+ 5k 5u_.[1 - e-(s+W)Tl_
TI_ Tm s+W

(35)

Equation 35 may be solved for the perturbation in the transition position 5k,

5k=Sul

-(s+W)%21-e

s+W (36)

The contribution of the wall heat transfer in the W term added to the s is

evident. Without the W the result is identical with that obtained by Zuberl 1)

Light Region

Using Equations 30 and 21 to eliminate 5p and d{/dz and Equations 19 and

29 to eliminate the heat transfer rates the energy equation, Equation 25, can
be written as

 :d'i i)s6i+5---_u +fi ---W 5i
Tla P

(37)

The effect of the wall heat transfer rate here is to decrease the reaction fre-

quency _._, Since _ is proportional to the expansion _,v'/_i' of fluid, the wall

heat transfer in effect decreases the ability of the fluid to expand. It does this

by limiting the energy which gets into the fluid. It is convenient to label this

dimished reaction frequency by the symbol

_,.= D- !W = _ 1 W (38)
Pave

The reason for the use Of Pavewillbe made clear below. Now 5p, d_/dz, du/dz,

and _ may be eliminated from the continuity equation, Equation 24, using Equa-

tions 22, 23, and 30. After some rearranging and collecting terms the con-
tinuity equation becomes

sSi+ 5---U-U+fi d6i u d6u
¢i_ -_z =_5i+fl¢1_ dz (39)

Equation 39 must be solved simultaneously with Equation 37 for 5i and 5u. To

accomplish this, subtract Equation 37 from Equation 39

o : u -.
aTl_ dz (40)

*This is, of course, not strictly true because W is a function of s and is in

general complex. However, the real part of W is positive and does act to

diminish the reaction frequency.
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With no wall heat transfer effect _ equals fL and 5u is seen to be inde-
pendent of distance. With the wall this is no longer true. Proceeding with
the solution is made more convenient by defining a new distance variable

in i] in [i +f2 (z - TI_)] (41)
-- n

Physically, _ is the residence time of the fluid in the light region up to the

position z. 6 u may be eliminated from Equation 37 by taking its derivative

with respect to _ and substituting for d6u/d_ from Equation 40

dSi _ de6i _ d6i d_<.6i
s d_ f_(_-_:) 6i+-_-=_<d--_ _-

(42)

Equation 42 is a second-order ordinary differential equation which must be

solved for 6 i.

Since the reaction frequency _ has in it p, which varies with distance,

Equation 42 has non-constant coefficients. Only in very special cases can

these equations be solved in general. Since the equation involves s, it cannot

be integrated numerically while still retaining the functional form of s. This

difficulty is one which has plagued studies in the dynamics of distributed pa-

rameter processes for a long time and it is by no means solved. It is pre-

cisely the reasonwhy Zuber(I) was forced to approximate the 1/0- i curve

with straight lines in the first place. Therefore, although Zuber was able to

obtain an analytical solution to the problem without the wall heat transfer effect,

an exact solution will not be possible here.

There have been numerous attempts to develop methods of solving prob-

lems of this general nature, most of them involving the dynamics of distri-

buted parameter chemical reactors.( I0, 12, 13-15) Of the two methods wl{ich

appear to be directly applicable to this problem, the asymptotic method in

Reference 12 appears to be the more convenient. The asymptotic approach

obtains solutions to equations, like Equation 42, which are valid both for s = 0

and as s -_==. The results obtained for several different types of systems(12)

have been found to be good for all values of s. It is clear from the definition

of _ that at s = 0, _ -_fk As s -_ the_ approaches a finite value which is small

in comparison with the s on the left side of Equation 37.

Therefore, the solution obtained using appropriate average values of _,

designated Pave; as well as Cw, _w, and J if they vary too, would give solu-

tions which were asymptotically correct. This is the significance of the use of

Pave in Equation 38. Judging from experiences with several other systems (12)

the result may be adequate to approximate the stability of this system.
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Assuming, then, that ]_ is independent of _, Equation 42 may be solved to
yield

5i=A enk ¢+B e n_

where ml, _ = ± + Q(f_-R)

(43)

5u is obtained by putting Equation 43 back into the energy equation, Equation 37.

5u= TI_ (A rnQ eml_ +B m 1 ern_ _) (44)

The constants A and B must be evaluated by matching the solution for the ve-

locity and the enthalpy in the light region at the transition point to that in the

heavy region.

at z=T_+6k

uf = 1 +5u 1 =Ug =fi (T_ +SD+Su (Tla) (45)

if= 1 = ig= r (_a+Sk) +5i (T_) (46)

Note that at z = _ the variable _ is zero. Using the steady-state relations of

Equations 21 and 23 and the perturbations of Equations 43 and 34, Equations
45 and 46 become

1 +Su 1 =1 +_5k+_l_(Ar_ + B m 1) -_

1 = 1 + 5---_X+ A+ B
%

(47)

Therefore A and B must have the values

A =Su_- (_-m I) 51 7

Tza(rn_- ml)

B = -6u1-(fl-r_)61
v_ (n_ - m I)

(48)

The density perturbation can be obtained directly from the perturbed equation
of state Equation 30 and the enthalpy Equation 43

6p = -P2QT1 a (A eml_+B e rr_) (49)
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It is unfortunate that the perturbation solutions given by Equations 43, 44, and

49 along with Equation 48 are much more complicated than those obtained by
Zuber. (1) However, it is possible to obtain some physical understanding for

the meaning of the terms. First, it is easy to show that for Cw = 0, A--Q, and

the equations reduce immediately to those used before.(1)

Next, 6i and 6u are seen to be influenced by both the inlet flow pertur-

bation 5ui and the transition point perturbation 5X through the coefficients A

and B. Last, it is possible to show that the exponentials in Equations 43 and

44 represent delays of zero and _a3 just as occurred in Zuber's solution. This

may most easily be seen by looking at the exponentials as s -_ _,

_- *( 21_)-'-s or 0.as s -_®, mx, a -_ 2

Taking the positive root for ml, emx_-_ e -s _ and ern:_-_ i. Since _ is defined as

in(f_/O, this is simply the time it takes the fluid to travel from the transition

point to any point z in the light region. If z is taken at the end of the test sec-

tion, _=%s. Therefore, the first exponential represents a delay of Taa and the

second no delay at all.

The solution for the fluid enthalpy, velocity, and density is complete in

the entire test section. The steady-state solutions are given by Equations 21

to 23.. The perturbed solutions in the heavy region by Equations 32, 34, and

30. Equation 36 gives the perturbation in the transition point between the heavy

and light region. Then Equations 43, 44, and 49, along with Equation 48 gives

the perturbed solution in the light region. These solutions can now be inserted

into the momentum equation to obtain the pressure drop and its perturbation.

MOMENTUM BALANCE AND THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

The test section pressure drop can be obtained by integrating the momen-

tum Equation i0. Integrated over the entire test section it is

i

Ap = 0 _- + _u _z + g_ + _pu2 dz (50)

The steady-state and perturbation expressions Equations 21 to 23, 32, 34, 30,

36, 43, 44, and 49 may be introduced into Equation 50, the terms linearized,

and the steady-state and perturbation pressure drops evaluated.

The heavy-region portion Aph of the total pressure drop Equation 50
becomes

(51)
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In writing Equation 51, the steady-state and perturbation expressions for

both p and u have already been used, and the time derivative of the pertur-

bation 5ui has been replaced by s. Integrating Equation 51 and omitting

second-order perturbations gives

A15h + 5 Aph= (g+ _) %a+ (g +¢pm) 5k+ (s+2_px s) _'ls 5ul (52)

The light-region pressure drop Ap_ may be written in linearized form as

At3_+SAP_- _ Ssu + _zz+--_z + 5u+fi 5 + +60g
_xa+Sk ]

+_ (fi+ 25u + fi_ 5p)| dz
J

(53)

The steady-state relation pu = 1 has been used to eliminate 0 in Equation 53.

Consider Equation 53 term by term. The linearized inertia term is written

as the following in terms of the new distance coordinate ¢, defined by Equa-

tion 41,

_i FT23
= 5u / sSu5APi s -- dz = dC (54)

a fi Jo

where at the upper limit _ = ln(fis)/Q -%3. Substituting the expression for 5u,

Equation 44, and integrating yields

5&Pi s'rla A (eml '%3 - 1 )+ m-a B (ern_'%s- 1) (55)rn_

The acceleration term is

Apa+ 5APa= ;_S[dl] O_ ]JS_. Lde + dd-_-+ a6u + QSO dC
(56)

After integration of Equation 56 with the expressions for 5u and 50 the accel-

eration pressure drop is

AP a + 5Apa=(C_ - 1) -DS* + 'Iia[rr_A (eml T_s_ 1) + miB (em_'%s-1)]

+C_Tla[ -_A(emlT_s-1)+ m_BI: rn_ (en'h's-1)]
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This may be simplified to

AlSa+Sgpa=(_h-l) -7}SX+Q_I_[(?+ rn_--_l)A(emz_3ml -i)

+ 1 ]+ 7} iB -I)
(57)

The body force pressure drop is

Apbg+SAPbg = gr'%S(l+ e_Sp) d_%k

= g _ - 5k - _TI_ . D _ r_ -7} -1

Here the definition of _, Equation 41, has been used to replace fi by eQ_.

Finally, the friction pressure drop term becomes

(58)

A_3+SAP_3 =q_3f %_ [eefi¢ + 2eT}_Su+e_D¢Sp]d{
-'Sk

= _] 2Q

+-m-_- B (_ eme _3 -i)
n%+Q

( u3 en%%s - 1 )]B

+ me+------Q- J

[_

In-{L_---;A (_ e
- 6X+2%_ tm_+Q

m1%._
_ 1 _

(u3e m_m _1)

This may be simplified to

A15_3+ 5Al_._=¢,_a 2f}

n_+Q B(% e -1

e mz%_- i)

The light-region pressure drop is then the sum of the inertia,

body force, and friction pressure drops.

(59)

acceleration,

AIS_+ 5Ap£ = AI_I + 5 APi + Al5a+ 5APa + Ai_bg + 6APbg+ AlSas+ 5Apa_ (60)

This completes the analysis for the test section. It may be verified that

if there is no wall heat transfer effect, W = 0, the result agrees identically with
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that obtained by Zuber. (I) The momentum balance for the remainder of the
system shown in Figure I will be taken in order.

Upstream Constriction

The pressure drop across an orifice can be written

Apol = ki Oou_ = ki _. u_1 (61)

for the incompressible heavy fluid.

Equation 61 yields

Apo1+6gpo _ =k i (1+26 us)

Introducing the perturbation variables in

(62)

where the fact that the dimensionless steady-state density and velocity are

unity has been used.

Outlet Plenum

The analysis of the dynamics of a plenum into and from which an ideal gas

is flowing has been considered in detail many times before. This derivation

will be adapted from those presented by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot. (16)

Consider a tank of dimensionless volume, V. Assume that there is flow

of an ideal gas into and from the tank. Also assume that the contents of the

plenum are homogeneous so that the properties pp, Tp are the same throughout,
as w eIl as in the exit flow stream before the orifice is reached. It will be as-

sumed that the only significant pressure drop will be across the orifice so the

inlet pressure Ps will equal the plenum pressure pp. With these assumptions

the mass balance on the plenum is

Vd/_t =A c (US_ -UpOp) (63)

The velocity Up is the exit velocity based on a cross section A c. It is im-
material whether the actual exit cross section is A c or the velocity is equal

to Up. The energy balance is

V_ _ = Ac (u3_T3 - Up ppTp)
y dt

For an ideal gas p = pRT and T may be eliminated from this equation to give

v V d_m
AcY dt -AcY dt = I% (us -Up) (64)
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Perturbing Equations 63 and 64, linearizing and replacing the time de-
rivative by s, the following equations are obtained for the perturbations in
pressure, velocity, and density.

V
A--c Sgpp:$a 6Ua + [ls 6_ - _ 5Up - _ 6pp

(65)

s6pa =tSa (6u3 -8Up)
Ac Y

In writing Equations 65 and 66 the steady-state equalities tip = fh and gp
have already been employed.

Outlet Constriction

The flow characteristics through a sonic orifice* may be written

(66)

I_ = keP u_
P P

Introducing the perturbation variables into Equation 67 gives

(67)

15a+ 61_ =ke [fh + fig 50p+26Up]
(68)

Again the steady-state solutions for 11_, {,,, and tip have already been used.

Eliminating 62g and 6Up from the perturbed part of Equation 68, using Equa-
tions 65 and and the steady-state part of Equation 68, and solving for Spa

yields

+ 26u3]
ke 1 +%s

61_ - (69)
1+ c_._ l+2c._s

y I +c3s

where c3 = V/Acfia is the volumetric capacitance of the plenum.

Equation 69 may be compared with the result without the plenum by letting
c3 equal zero. This result is identical with that used by Zuber_l) provided

the back pressure p_ is considered unperturbed.

*Zuber (1) considered a subsonic orifice but the experimental data considered

below require use of the sonic orifice equation. In terms of the perturbations,

though, there is no difference at all between the results, provided there is

no plenum.
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Overall System Momentum Balance

The pressure drops for the entire system of Figure 1 have now been for-

mulated both in the steady state and in the perturbed state. The total system

pressure drop must, of course, balance the external pressure rise for the

system

- APex = APol + AP h + Ap_+ p3

The overall momentum balance may now be divided into steady-state and

perturbation terms giving the two equations

- A15ex = A15ca + A15h + A15Z+ 153

and

- 5 Ape x = 5Apo_+ 5Aph + 5Ap_+ 5P3

(7O)

(71)

Recall that in formulating the perturbed problem for the test section above

it was assumed that the only disturbance entering the system was in the inlet

velocity 5u I. Therefore, all of the linear perturbations on the right side of

Equation 71 are proportional to the initially assumed disturbance 6u I. It is

convenient then to rewrite Equation 71 as

= -1 (72)
5APe x _+SAph +_+ 5_p/

5 u_ 6 u 1 5 u 1 5 u 1

Equation 72 expresses the response of the inlet velocity to an external pres-

sure disturbance. If that response to any disturbance grows with time the

system is said to be unstable. Whether the response is stable or not depends
uniquely on the denominator of Equation 72. (17) Setting the denominator of

Equation 72 equal to zero gives the characteristic equation for the system.*

6Apo + 6 6 __4m+ o
5 u 1 5 u 1 5 u 1 5 u 1

(73)

The characteristic equation is a function of the parameter s introduced to re-

place the time derivatives in the system equations. If Equation 73 has any

*Although Equation 72 implies that the response is being determined only for

an external pressure disturbance, it may be readily shown that the denom-

inator, and therefore the characteristic equation, will be the same for any

disturbance to the system. Consequently, the question of stability is in-

dependent of the particular disturbance assumed.
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roots in s with positive real parts the system will be unstable. The pur-
pose of the mathematical formulation, then, has been to derive this char-
acteristic equation. The characteristic equation can be considered alone to
determine the stability. The characteristic equation and the relationships
required to evaluate it are all collected together in the Appendix.

SIGNAL FLOW DIAGRAM

It does not appear to be instructive to substitute here for the various

pressure drop terms in Equation 73. These are given by Equations 62, 52,

60, and 69. For reference in later sections the full characteristic equation

and all terms needed to calculate it are listed in the Appendix; there it is

compared with the equation obtained by Zuber. (I)

At this point it might be well to review the physical significance of what

has been done thus far in the perturbation analysis. This can perhaps be

done most clearly by considering the schematic signal flow diagram of Fig-

ure 3. In this diagram the vertical dotted lines divide the system of Figure

1 into five parts, Start with the velocity signal at the top as it enters the

test section. It has been initially assumed that there is a disturbance of un-

specified cause in the inlet velocity. This signal enters the test section

and influences the velocity, enthalpy, and density first in the heavy region.

This is indicated by the block at the top in the heavy region. How the inlet

velocity disturbance affected the system variables was determined by solving

the continuity, energy, and state equations as indicated by the labels on the

block. The output from the heavy region which serves as input disturbances

to the light region is the velocity perturbation 8 u_ (which happens to equal

8ul for this problem) and the perturbation in the location of the transition

point, 5k. The continuity, energy, and state equations were then solved

again in the light region subject to the inlet disturbances 8u_ and 8k. The

signals of importance coming out of the test section at the right are the ve-

locity and density perturbations, 5_ and 5_. The test section equations

presented under the heading Solution Procedure (page 14) were solved ap-

proximately to obtain the relations which belong in the two top blocks for the

heavy and light regions.

This is not the complete problem, however; on page 26 the system mo-

mentum balance is considered. This forms the bottom line of the diagram

and constitutes the feedback in the system. Without some sort of feedback,

either internal or external, no system can be unstable. First, the momentum

equation for the heavy region is considered; as indicated by the vertical lines

dropping from the top block in the heavy region. The signals of density and

velocity as a function of distance in the heavy region are used in the inte-

gration of the momentum equation to obtain the heavy-region pressure-drop

perturbation 8 APh. Similarly in the light region.

Moving on to the right, the output signals from the test section are acted

on by the plenum and then by the orifice to yield the perturbation in downstream

7
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pressure 8p_. Proceeding from right to left along the bottom line then, the

downstream pressure is added to the light region pressure drop and then to

the heavy region pressure drop to obtain the perturbation in pressure at the

inlet to the test section. That signal is then subtracted from any upstream

or external pressure perturbation to obtain the perturbation in pressure drop

across the inlet orifice. The orifice acts on this signal %o yield 8u_, feeding

it back into the test section and closing the loop.

Two comments are in order here before the significance of this diagram

is discussed in terms of the instability phenomenon. First, it has been as-

sumed here that any external pressure disturbance is completely independent

of the velocity disturbance 8u I. This may not always be true, of course. For

example, there may be a pump upstream with a pressure head depending on

the discharge rate. This can be added to Figure 3 simply by adding another

section upstream of the inlet orifice and reversing the sense of the signal

flow through the orifice. Second, the discussion above was in qualitative

terms for the sake of simplicity. The exact functional forms which belong

in the blocks of the diagram are in general much too complex to warrant

their inclusion in Figure 3. However, they can be illustrated by the blocks

for the inlet and outlet orifices. The inlet orifice relation is given hy Equa-

tion 62, which can be rewritten as

1

8u I - 2ki 8Apo I (74)

Therefore, the block for the inlet orifice should contain just i/2k i. The outlet

plenum and constriction is governed by Equation 69, which gives 5ps as a

function of both 8_ and 5us. The transfer functions implied by that block are

the factors of 5_ and 51%. This and the preceding comment are illustrated

in more detail for Zuber's original model in Reference 18.

Figure 3 itself can be used to help understand the instability phenomenon

qualitatively. First, recall from Equation 36 that 5k has in it the delay

e-STm. Also recall that the exponential eml T_3 in the expression for 5_ or

5u_, Equations 49 or 44, represents an additional delay of _3. Therefore, the

blocks for the test section in Figure 3 have buried in them delays up to _3 =_m +

_, the total residence time of the fluid. The pressure drops downstream from

these delays feed back delayed signals to the upstream pressure drops. It is

well known in the field of process control that the feedback of delayed signals

can be a source of instability;(19) the effect of this delay on the signals was

clearly discussed by Zuber. _I)

It is generally true that the larger the magnitude of the feedback the less

stable the system. Therefore, one would expect qualitatively that the larger

the downstream pressure drops the more feedback and the less stable the

system. (This should include any pressure drop downstream from the delay,

both the light region and the outlet orifice pressure drops.) Conversely, the
upstream system pressure drops should be stabilizing; this can be seen for the
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inlet orifice from Equation 74. The larger the pressure drop (ki larger) the
more the feedback is cut down. The strength of the destabilizing effect of
the downstream pressure drops can be traced to two sources, either tighter
choking (ke large) or greater expansion of the fluid (f%large). The same
holds true for the light-region friction pressure drop as well. Then for a
given _drifice or friction factor the feedback is greater for larger heat inputs
relative to the fluid velocity and for greater expansion of the fluid as would
occur at lower pressures for a gas-like fluid. Therefore, the signal flow
diagram would indicate Qualitatively that higher energy input and lower flow
rate and pressure should make the system less stable.

All of these qualitative effects have been observed experimentally and
are reviewed by Zuber.(I) It is significant that they can all be explained by
consideration of the signal flow diagram with very little detailed information
about the relations entering the blocks. It should not be surprising that many
models having this same general framework would prove useful for corre-
lating the instability data. It is believed that the more nearly correct physical
models on which these blocks are based would permit the correct qualitative
prediction of the instability phenomenon. The model formulated under headings
Assumptions and Equations of Change (page 9 ) is an attempt in this direction.

STABILITY ANALYSIS

The stability of the system is determined by the characteristic equation,

Equation 73. If the characteristic equation has any roots in s which have po-

sitive real parts, the system is unstable. For a characteristic equation as

complicated as Equation 73, it appears that the Nyquist criterion is the most

convenient to determine if any roots lie in the right half plane.

A detailed review of the theory of the Nyquist diagram may be found in

Reference 20. For a brief explanation of its significance, suppose it is de-

sired to determine if the equation K+ G (s) = 0 has any roots in the right half
plane. It is a property of functions of a complex variable that if s is allo_ved to

follow a contour encircling the entire right half plane, G (s) will be mapped

into a curve which encircles the point -K the number of times equal to the total

number of zeros in the right half plane minus the number of poles of K + G (s)

which lie in the right half plane. The Nyquist diagram is simply a mapping of

a semicircle of infinite radius circling the right half of the plane. By counting

the net number of encirclements of the operating point -K the stability of the
system can be determined.

A sketch of a typical Nyquist diagram for this system is given in Figure 4.

The point -K is marked with the cross and it will be called the operating point.

The spiraling curve is mapped by G (s) as s travels from the origin up the

positive imaginary axis. The curve starts at G (0) (marked with the circle) on

real axis. This will be called the starting point. As s grows very large the

spiral becomes smaller and smaller and moves away from the origin. As s

traverses the semicircle around the right half plane, the map of G (s) does also,
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as is shown by the dotted portion of the curve. The mapping will be sym-

metric with respect to the real axis so that the portion of the map drawn will

be repeated as reflected below the axis. Consequently, the total number of

times the map will encircle -K, the operating point, will be twice the number

indicated by this half of the mapping. In Figure 4, there is one encirclement

shown, so there will be two roots in the right half plane. One is sufficient

for instability. An additional term to be frequently used is the crossover

point G (iw c) marked with the square. This is the point at which the phase

angle of G (s) first crosses -180 °. The frequency, or value of • in s = iw, at

which this occurs will be called the crossover frequency w c. If the crossover

point is more negative than the operating point this s_vs:tem will be unstable.

Therefore the negative operating point plus the crossover point will be called

the stability number N s of the system

Ns =K+G (i_c) (75)

A stability number greater than zero is sufficient for stability.

In the application of the Nyquist criterion below, it will be adopted as a

convention that the negative operating point K will be the upstream pressure

drop perturbation plus the s independent part of the heavy-region pressure-

drop term in Equation 73. Using Equations 62 and 52, the negative crossover

point will be K = 2 (ki+cpm _m). This leaves G (s) to include everything else.

• . +SA_.___+51_ (76)G (s)-(g+c_1_)2---ku+s%_ 5u_ 5111

With this convention the upstream pressure drop ki appears only in the ex-

pression for the operating point. The operating point, then, is proportional to

the upstream and heavy region pressure drops. The larger these are the

farther to the left the operating point is, and the more stable the system will

be.

Another point can be noted concerning the general form of the Nyquist

diagram shown in Figure.4. It is not difficult to convince oneself that if the

starting point falls to the left of the operating point there will always be at

least one encirclement. Therefore,

K+ G (0) > 0 (77)

is a necessary condition for stability. This zero frequency, or steady-state,

stability criterion is well known as the Ledinegg criterion.(21) It was des-

ignated the excursive criterion by Zuber.(1)
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Section 6

APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

NASA OXYGEN DATA

Data for eight experimental runs using oxygen as the test fluid are
recorded by Fleming and Staub. (22) Little detail is known about the source

of these data except that they were submitted to Fleming by the Marshall

Space Flight Center for analysis. Since the experimental facilities were

apparently similar to Figure 1 except that there was no outlet plenum, the

present analysis was first applied to these data. Table 1 is a duplicate of

Fleming and Staub's(22) Table I, containing all the available data. The

nomenclature has been modified slightly to agree with that used here.

In calculating the dimensionless parameters from the data the following
assumptions were made. Both _i_2 and 1/p_ given in Table 1 were used.

fl was calculated by using the steady-state two-region approximation

Equation 14 and the correct outlet density based on the enthalpy rise from

the fluid. The outlet orifice coefficient was calculated from the pressure,

density, and flow rate, assuming a sonic orifice. Inlet coefficients were

used as estimated by Fleming. The friction factor was assumed constant

throughout the test section, ¢P1_ = ¢P_. It was assumed to be constant for all

calculations, as suggested by Fleming. The plenum volume was taken to be

zero. The wall capacitance C w and conduction time i__ w were calculated

assuming that the tube was a standard 5/8 inch O.D. stainless steel pipe;

the recorded inside diameter agrees with that assumption. Properties of

the wall were taken near room temperature. The film heat transfer co-

efficient was calculated from the Dittus-Boelter correlation(23) based on in-

let bulk fluid properties. A heat transfer coefficient of 1000 Btu per square
foot °F was obtained for Run 5. As discussed in Section 5 under Solution

Procedure, the approximate solution to the system equations was obtained

only by assuming an appropriate average density in the reaction frequency _,

Equation 38. This was taken to be the arithmetic average density. This and
the other more important assumptions made above are discussed in more
detail in Section 7.

Table 2 lists the calculated dimensionless parameters required in the

characteristic equation. The first four columns under Results give the
results of plotting Nyquist diagrams for each run. The results are also

plotted on Figure 5 as the negative operating point plus the crossover point or

stability number, Ns, against the overall fluid expansionga. On Figure 5
the solid points are the experimentally stable ones.

Note first the starting points of the Nyquist diagrams listed in Table 2.

Those for Runs 1 and 2 both lie to the left of the operating point. This would

indicate that the system is unstable in the steady-state, or Ledinegg, sense;

therefore, the steady state could not have been experimentally attainable.
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But it was. It will have to be assumed, then, that this results from inac-

curacies in applying the model to the data or the set of data itself. This

perhaps indicates the precision with which the model can be applied. The

fact that the unstable runs have starting points lying much farther to the

right than the stable runs indicates that these runs are more stable in the

Ledinegg sense but less stable in the oscillatory sense that we are interested

in here. This was also observed by Fleming in analyzing these data. (22)

The more important aspect of the stability analysis is the prediction

of the oscillatory behavior. This is indicated by the stability number N s

in Table 2 and on Figure 5. A positive stability number indicates that the

runs should be stable. All four unstable runs lie below N s = -43. Therefore,

the model and the Nyquist diagram predict a clear demarcation between the

stable and the unstable runs. It is very close on the actual numerical value

of N s > 0 for stability. An error of - 14 could easily be accounted for in

the inaccuracies of applying the model; it is less than that suggested by the

error in the Ledinegg criterion discussed above for Run i. The prediction

then will be considered successful for all eight of these runs.

It can be noted also from Figure 5 that the unstable runs all have the

higher outlet velocities or greater overall fluid expansion. This was the

way that Stenning and Veiroglu were able to correlate their data (8) on

boiling Freon. It will be seen from the data considered in this section

that this is commonly observed for a given apparatus.

THURSTON PARAHYDROGEN DATA

The most extensive set of data available on instabilities occurring in

the forced convection heating of a supercritical fluid is that by Thurston. (2)

The apparatus used was of the same configuration shown in Figure 1 except

that no upstream orifice was used. The test section was heated electrically.

Thurston presented a total of 140 test runs made with his apparatus. Series

of runs were made with different sized outlet orifices and outlet plena;

some runs were also made with different heated lengths of the test section.

Only 47 of Thurston's runs were analyzed using the model described in

Section 5 on page 9 . These runs were selected in the following manner.

Thurston obtained far fewer stable than unstable runs, and about half of

the stable runs had a very small temperature rise, and therefore expansion

along the test section. All stable runs but these were analyzed. After

analysis of one of the low-expansion runs (Run 66), it was felt that these

would always give correct stability prediction because of their limited

expansion; in order to give a stiffer test to the model, the remainder of

these runs were omitted from analysis. The experimentally unstable runs

analyzed were those immediately before and after a stable one; it was felt

that this would allow a more direct comparison of the behavior of the

predictions. In addition, the entire series of Runs 43 to 51, 52 to 68, and

69 to 72 were analyzed, except for the very low expansion runs.
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Table 3 contains the data taken from Thurston's report(2) which were
used to calculate the dimensionless system parameters. Parahydrogen
physical property data were taken from Reference 24. The following as-
sumptions were made in calculating the dimensionless variables from
these data. The subcooling T_ was estimated in such a way that the total

fluid residence time TI_ was approximated as nearly as possible. The

reason for this is discussed in more detail in Section 7. For a few of the

runs that were considered in detail, the total residence time was adequately

approximated if the enthalpy at the transition point followed the relation

" =(2/_ (i_' + 35)

where the enthalpies are expressed in British thermal units per pound.

This relation was assumed to be adequate for the entire range of inlet

conditions encountered. Once the subcooling T12 was known fl was calcu-

lated from Equation 14, using the correct outlet density. The fact that the

pressure varied considerably in some runs was otherwise ignored. The

friction factor was assumed constant throughout the test section and was

back-calculated from the recorded pressure drop using the expressions

for _p in Section 5. This approach was used in all cases even though the

AP for some runs was quite low and of very limited accuracy. For these

runs the flow was choked strongly downstream, and it was felt that less

accuracy was needed for the friction pressure drop. The heat transfer

coefficient was calculated from wall temperature measurements which

Thurston reported for Run 57. For this run the coefficient obtained was

about 1500 Btu/hr. ft. _ °F. The coefficients for other runs were calcu-

lated from this figure, assuming that the Nusselt number varied as

N u _ (Re)°.8 (Pr)°.4

Bulk inlet physical properties were used in this relation except in a few cases.

In those the Prandtl number was abnormally high because the temperature

neared the transposed critical temperature. For those runs Pr was adjusted
to a somewhat lower value.

Table 4 lists the calculated dimensionless parameters required in the

characteristic equation. The stability results are tabulated in the last

columns. Figure 6 has the stability number N s plotted against the overall

fluid expansion u--s. Again the solid points were experimentally stable.

The results on Figure 6 indicate that the stability number gives a rea-

sonable prediction for the system stability. As before, there appears to be a :

region down to about N s = - 15 for which the system is experimentally stable.
If the predicted stability line were drawn at that point instead of at zero,

only six data points would violate the criterion. Of these, three would differ

only about _=I0 from the line. It is not believed that the data or the application

of the analysis are more accurate than about +20 in the stability number.

For example, in Run 30, which is incorrectly predicted to be unstable with
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Table 3

EXPERIMENTAL DATA SELECTED FROM THURSTON (I)

Current Voltage V' _'

Run* Tl' (°R) _' (°R} _Sia) _ _ (volts) (in. z) (in.)

-6 59 322 206 204 567 8.8 22 120

-7 59 201 206 204 476 6.8 22 120

9 56 100 258 256 444 6.0 22 120

I0 57 183 258 258 525 7.4 22 120

-11 62 311 259 257 617 9.5 22 120

-17 56 204 184 179 424 6.1 22 120

16 57 128 172 166 372 5,0 22 120

-28 52 364 262 250 I000 16.6 22 120

29 52 278 262 249 930 14.7 22 120

30 48 109 217 206 692 9.7 22 120

-31 51 236 211 200 813 12.2 22 120

-43 56 413 158 117 1334 24.0 22 120

-44 57 517 158 113 1390 26.4 22 120

-45 57 551 158 115 1388 26.5 22 120

-46 56 285 162 117 1216 20.4 22 120

47 52 126 162 117 1116 17.3 22 120

-48 57 507 242 180 1704 33.1 22 120

-49 57 368 236 177 1540 28.0 22 120

50 58 246 237 177 1380 23.0 22 120

51 61 231 238 173 1164 18.2 22 120

-52 58 444 248 184 I624 31.0 58 120

-53 57 383 248 185 1586 29.2 58 120

-54 58 309 247 187 1504 26.5 58 120

-55 56 182 246 186 1352 21.4 58 120

-56 58 478 205 148 1526 28.8 58 120

-57 57 424 207 158 1480 27.3 58 120

-58 57 340 207 153 1420 24.9 58 120

59 58 258 206 154 1326 22.0 58 120

-60 57 504 166 124 1678 26.1 58 120

-61 57 448 I66 124 1366 75,1 58 t20

-62 58 381 167 125 1320 23,4 58 120

-63 58 315 173 128 1276 22.0 58 120

-64 58 248 170 129 1200 19.8 58 120

-65 52 179 170 131 1136 17.8 58 120

66 49 56 170 133 996 14.1 58 120

67 53 574 I17 85 1188 22,6 58 120

-68 52 291 112 85 994 16.3 56 120

-69 61 396 223 212 888 14.8 58 120

70 61 319 223 211 842 13.5 58 120

-71 60 342 202 185 808 13.0 58 120

72 58 299 173 159 690 10.7 58 120

-97 56 382 220 198 1090 18.7 58 120

98 50 119 218 203 838 12.0 58 120

-99 61 543 267 247 1280 24.0 58 120

-138 47 263 260 246 1284 15.3 58 83

-139 46 206 262 249 1212 13.8 58 83

140 45 140 264 251 I130 12.3 58 83

A negative sign on the run number indicates that the run was experimentally unstable, For all runs: D' = 0. 25 inch;
L' = 0.155 inch. The tube was stainless steel.w

Or_ice

Diameter

0. 052

0.052

0. 052

0.052

0.052

0.052

0,052

0.0995

0.0995

0.0995

0.0995

0.201

O. 201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0. 201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0,201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.201

0.0995

0.0995

0.0995

0.0995

0.130

0.130

0.130

O. 130

0. 130

0. 130



ble 4

_TS FOR THURSTON'S PARAHYDROGEN DATA

Resul t s

Pressure Nyquist

;tart ing Crossover Crossover Operat i ng Stabi 1 ity Drop Lo o p

Poi at _ Poi nt Poi nt Number R at i o Size

- G(0) _c G( i_c ) K N s _ Z

13,900 18 -1150 0 -1150 4.33 1.85

9,700 18 -350 1 -349 4.28 0,73

' 5,000 14'** 15"** 3 18'** 4.32 0.31

T 8,900 12 -450 1 -449 4.39 1.17

*** *** -53*** 4.10 0.92
7.100 25 -53 0

_18,400 12 -2100 6 -2094 4.05 2.47

*** *** 22*** 3.65 0.79
7,300 19 15 7

3,200 t2 -700 I -699 3.78 5.85

2,400 II -350 I -349 3.69 3.87

1,100 8 -58 3 -55 3.69 1.28

: 2,500 IO -550 I -549 3.76 4,37

558 46 -74 0 -74 2.05 16.22

450 56 -56 0 -56 2.84 10.96

515 58 -61 0 -61 2.85 11.68

i 391 34 -55 0 -55 2.83 9.67

112 15 -13 0 -13 2.74 4.15

448 47 -54 0 -54 2.89 12.24

364 37 -41 0 -41 2.83 8.20

232 27 -22 0 -22 2.74 4.20

255 27 -3 0 -3 2.66 1.44

4i4 42 -55 0 -55 2.67 9.50

367 38 -47 0 -47 2.66 8.22

281 32 -30 0 -30 2,64 5.63

152 20 -16 0 -16 2.55 3,25

504 48 -81 0 -81 2.68 13.50

492 43 -65 0 -65 2.73 11,17

: 384 36 -55 0 -55 2.65 8.77

264 30 -31 0 -31 2.61 5.37

347 53 -43 0 -43 2.86 12.90

435 48 -54 0 -54 2.71 10.99

236 38 -14 0 -14 2.69 4.40

218 35 -14 0 -14 2.65 4.10

143 29 -5 0 -5 2.67 2.41

231 21 -30 0 -30 2.70 5.86

I0 2 I 0 I 1.34 0,076

914 71 -161 0 -161 2.78 23.51

760 37 -128 0 -128 2.93 18.02

: 2,400 33 -18 0 -18 3.34 2.58

1,900 30 -5 0 -5 3.22 1,80

3,000 34 -65 1 -64 3.00 2.95

2,100 29 -24 1 -23 2.96 2,69

i,700 36 -87 0 -87 3.12 7.29

554 13 -I0 t -9 3.28 1.54

: 1,300 38 -26 0 -26 3.17 4.69

l,lOO 24 -29 0 -29 3,49 4.87

896 19 -18 0 -18 3.52 3.12

562 14 -8 I -7 3.33 1.65



T;

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS AND RESU

Dim_n_tonl e_s P_rarnet er$**

- 6

- 7

9

10

-I1

-17

18

-28

29

30

-31

-43

-44

-45

-46

47

-48

-49

50

51

-52

-53

-54

-55

-56

-57

-58

59

-60

-61

-62

-63

-64

-65

69

-67

-68

-69

70

-71

72

-97

98

-99

-138

-139

140

Run* f} * k e k i _ % C w "j _

22.5 0.027 592 0 9.1 0.163 12.7 2,77 1.77

14.0 0.050 660 0 I0. i 0,261 12.7 2.97 2,12

6.4 0,146 760 0 8.8 0.578 12.7 4.95 2.88

12.7 0.070 683 O 7.9 0.292 12.7 4.83 2.22

10.6 0.009 570 0 6.2 0.324 12.7 3.73 3.53

20.4 0.062 906 0 46.2 0.186 12.7 4.34 1.30

9.9 0.079 686 0 43.1 0.370 12.7 5,13 2,31

30.0 0.035 103 0 7.6 0.125 12.7 5.75 3.47

22.7 0.049 103 0 8.3 0,165 12.7 5.92 3.99

11.3 0.150 107 0 9.8 0.353 12,7 6.76 5.08

24.4 0.081 103 0 8.9 0.158 12.7 6.03 3.47

61.0 0.026 6.96 0 2.80 0.062 12.7 5.58 7.00

53.1 0.011 6.04 0 2.73 0.070 12.7 3.79 9.52

55.4 0.010 6.72 0 2.94 0.067 12.7 3.79 8.88

42.5 0.040 6.98 0 3.25 0.089 12.7 5,48 8.40

22.3 0.119 4.43 0 1.39 0.181 12.7 7.45 14.1

50.2 O. 020 6.70 0 2.52 O. 074 12.7 5.59 I0.5

37.0 0.029 7.52 0 2.88 0. I01 12.7 6.04 10.5

23,7 0.045 7.55 0 2.91 0.158 12.7 6.07 13.3

13.6 0.024 12.5 0 6.81 0,200 12.7 5.05 16.4

41.1 0.022 7.54 0 3.12 0.239 12.7 6.03 10.4

37.0 0. 028 7.50 0 2.98 0. 266 12.7 6.05 10.5

23.4 0.034 7.59 0 2.71 0.347 12.7 6.25 12.4

18.3 0. 073 6.69 0 2.09 0. 547 I2.7 7.70 15.9

53.3 0.020 6.95 O 3.26 0.185 12.7 5.80 8.50

46.4 0.024 8.20 0 2,98 0.213 12.7 5.80 6.50

38.8 0,032 7.50 0 3,16 0.255 12.7 5.95 9.62

27,9 0.042 7.29 0 2,75 0.355 12.7 5.99 Ii,8

51.7 0.013 5.00 0 1.32 0.189 12.7 6.00 10.6

45.4 0. 015 7. 15 0 2.74 0. 215 12.7 6.0O 9, 48

25.0 0.008 6,75 0 2.36 0.382 12.7 6.00 15.5

23.7 0.014 6.55 0 2.43 0.404 12.7 8.00 15.5

17.0 0.017 6.03 0 1.63 0.558 12.7 6.00 20.1

28.1 0.083 7.20 0 2.13 0.368 12.7 6.98 10.2

1.78 0.579 5.98 0 0.13 5.87 12,7 9.65 43.1

91,7 0.013 7.35 0 3.47 0.108 12.7 3.45 5.32

67.2 0.046 9.34 0 3.84 0.151 12.7 5.15 4.69

18.4 0.010 115 0 9.32 0.514 12.7 5.54 5.35

14.6 0.014 110 0 9.77 0.638 12.7 5.68 6.09

22.3 0.020 116 0 18.5 0.430 12.7 4.30 4.13

16.0 0.017 112 0 16.6 0.589 12.7 8.34 5.07

35.3 0.029 44.6 0 7.64 0.279 12.7 5.45 4.58

12.2 0.133 47.4 0 5.01 0.846 12.7 7.06 7.51

26.0 0.010 43.3 O 4.76 0.369 12.7 5.00 7.32

23.9 0.058 47.3 O 3.16 0.606 12.7 7.66 7.98

18.8 0.079 48.1 0 2.76 0.777 12.7 6.82 8.96

12.6 0.122 46.6 0 2.71 ].173 12.7 7.09 1I.I

* A negative sign on the run number indicates that it was experimentally unstable.

** In all cases g = 0 and _ = _ = _ were used.

*** Estimated, see discussion.
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a stability number of - 55, an upstream pressure drop of only 1 psia would

increase the stability number by 10.

All Nyquist diagrams encountered for these data were of the form of

Figure 4, except three--for Runs 9, 11, and 18 of Table 4. These were

only slightly different, as shown by the solid curves in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

The failure, shown here, of the first loop of the diagram to cross the real

axis appears to be a peculiarity of this particular series of runs. The dotted

curves are exact numerical solutions which will be discussed in Section 7.

For these diagrams the crossover point and frequency was estimated from
the maximum in the first loop. This would be where the loop would cross

over the real axis if it were shifted up slightly until it was tangent. How-

ever, it should be clear that great caution should be used before drawing

any firm conclusions from these Nyquist diagrams.

CLEVELAND OXYGEN DATA

A development study of the J-2 Four-coil Heat Exchanger for the Apollo

spacecraft was conducted by J.R. Cleveland(25) at the Rocketdyne Division

of North American Aviation, Inc. These tests were aimed primarily at

obtaining heat transfer data for operation with liquid oxygen. The limit

of stable performance was also determined, by reducing the oxygen flow

rate until oscillations occurred.

The following discussion applies the results of the asymptotic analysis

to the data of Cleveland.

System

The system was a helically wound four-coil, three-pass heat exchanger,

61.2 feet in length and 5/8 inch in outside diameter. The liquid oxygen was

heated by hot gas in the shell side of the exchanger. The system is essen-

tially represented by Figure 1 if the plenum is disregarded and the down-
stream constriction is assumed to be a valve.

Table 5 is a summary of the pertinent information for the Cleveland tests.

The orifice sizes considered were: 0.0, 0. 108, and 0. 1 inch diameter. The

flow rate was controlled by a downstream valve. Temperature and pressure

measurements were taken upstream of the orifice and upstream of the valve.

Table 6 outlines the range of temperature, pressure, and flow rate conditions.

A more extensive tabulation of the inlet and exit conditions of the nine

runs considered in detail is presented in Table 7 along with the flow rate

at which oscillations first occur and the engine conditions for a given run.
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Table 5

HEAT EXCHANGER DATA FOR CLEVELAND TESTS

Outside Diameter = 5/8 in.

Wall Thickness = 0. 035 in.

Cross-sectional Area of Tube = 1.679 × 10 -3 ft _

Cross-sectional Area of Wall = 4.34 × 104 ft _

No. of Passes = 3

Length per Pass = 20.4 ft

Total Length = 61.2 ft

Table 6

TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND FLOW RATE RANGES

: To Po T3 P3 w
(°C) (atm) (o C) atm (lb/see coil)

7

Maximum - 154 70.8 314 67.6 5.29

Minimum - 177 44.8 -73.9 3 1.6 0. 395

Engine conditions refer to the temperature and, to a lesser extent, the

flow rate of the hot gas entering the shell side of the heat exchanger. The

engine conditions and corresponding approximate temperatures are listed
below.

Engine Conditions

minimum

nominal

maximum

Inlet Hot Gas Temperature

550 ° F

700 ° F

820 ° F

The hot gas flow rate varied between 4.32 and 7.29 pounds per second.
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Table 7

INLET AND OUTLET CONDITIONS

T T
W I Po

Run Slice _ (°c___L (_i____ (°c____L
17 24 1.4 -169 60.7 108.9

17 44 1.13 -120 62.3 149.0

17 64 0.96 -170 62.6 182.0

17 5 0.733 -169 64.0 230.0

19 20 2.08 -166 59.6 37.8

19 36 1.71 -167 61.7 79.4

19 52 1.31 -167 62.6 136.6

19 68 1. I -167 63.2 173.9

19 I00 0.95 -166 63.4 204.4

20 59 1.40 -170 51.6 37.7

20 70 1.14 -168.8 52.3 65.5

20 lO0 0.95 -168.9 52.2 100.5

27 64 1.04 -166 44.8 176.1

27 109 0.845 -165 53.0 231.0

27 122 0.445 -162 61.5 298.3

27 95 0.395 -161 62.1 302.0

30 64 0.985 -170 36.3 51.0

30 125 0.74 -167 44.7 148.0

30 88 0.72 -168 44.0 142.0

31 138 0.835 -167 53.6 222.0

31 69 0.76 -169 55.3 239.0

31 90 0.455 -167 60.9 299.0

31 116 0.437 -165 62.9 314.4

33 52 4.02 -170 50.7 -73.9

33 76 3.00 -169 52.7 -27.8

33 99 1.95 -167 54.1 37.0

33 121 1.48 -165 54.1 85.6

33 157 0.91 -154 54.7 186.0

34 23 5.29 -172 59.5 -71.7

34 43 5.01 -127 60.2 -67.2

34 60 3.99 -173 62.2 -37.8

34 78 2.14 -172 64.9 55.5

34 94 1.92 -170 64.9 82.8

34 106 1.05 -168 65.6 194.0

34 132 1.05 -167 66.3 197.0

35 36 4.5 -174 64.9 -17.7

35 54 4.03 -175 65.6 -I. ii

35 74 3.04 -174 67.6 52.7

35 90 2.05 -174 68.7 138.0

35 lO0 1.37 -176 66.7 221.0

]D3

(atm..._)

54.7

58. 1

59,5

61.5

51.5

55.1

58.0

59.8

60.9

47.0

48.6

49.8

41.1

50. 7

60.9

61.5

33.6

43.2

42.5

51.3

53.4

60.2

62.2

31.6

31.8

47. 3

50.0

52.7

32.3

35.0

45.9

52.7

58. i

63.6

63.6

36.3

42.5

53.1

60.0

67.6

Minimum

Stable

Flow Rate

(Ib/sec)

0.73

0.95

0.95

O. 35

0.7

0.4

0.91

0.9

0.9

Engine

Conditions

Nominal

Nominal

Minimum

Nominal

Minimum

Nominal

Minimum

Nominal

Maximum
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From Table 7 it is seen that with the one exception of Run 27, slice 64,

all the tests were conducted for oxygen above its critical pressure* at the

exchanger inlet. The majority of exit pressures are also supercritieal.

Subcritical pressure occurred at the exit for large valve openings and/or

small inlet orifices.

The variables of greatest importance in determining the minimum flow

for stable performance are: inlet orifice diameter, pressure, and engine
conditions.

Calculation for Dimensionless Parameters

• i_ and Q. The dimensionless parameters Tm and {I represent the

fraction of the exchanger tube which contains fluid in the dense phase and

the volumetric expansion, respectively. These parameters are evaluated

from a knowledge of the inlet and exit temperatures and pressures. The

inlet and exit points were connected by a straight line on a pressure-enthalpy

diagram for oxygen. The specific volume-enthalpy curves were computed

from this line. As will be discussed in Section 7, TI_ was computed by

finding that line for the light fluid on the specific volume-enthalpy curve

which will generate a curve of the same area for the density versus enthalpy

curve. The quantity Q is then computed from the slope of the specific

volume-enthalpy curve at the exit. Inlet and exit conditions are forced to

agree with those actually measured. The inlet pressure is that pressure cal-
culated downstream of the orifice.

ke, ki, and ¢p. The dimensionless coefficient ke which describes the

constriction of the exit valve was computed from Equation 67, which is

written in dimensioned terms to become, after rearrangement,

4610 p_
k e -

G ! --!
U3

(78)

where the units of p_, G', and _ are psia,

and foot per second, respectively.

the ideal gas law, thus

_! G !

12 3 -- _!

and the exit density for gaseous oxygen is given by

pound per square foot per second,
-!

The exit velocity u 3 was computed via

(79)

!

%, _ 2.98 p_.
T_

(80)

*Critical constants for oxygen are:

! O K .T c = 154 P_ =49 7 arm v_ = 2.33 cc/g
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where the units for _and T" and pounds per cubic foot and degrees Rankine,

respectively.

The dimensionless inlet orifice coefficient was obtained from the

following relation:

APol = ki (8 i)

This is recast into dimensioned quantities and put in terms of the mass

velocity, G', to yield

3. I × Io S (82)
ki = G'

where 5P_I has units of psi. The pressure drop across the inlet orifice is

computed from the following relation:

A{bl = (_Pm)meas - (AP13)calc (83)

where (," Poz)meas is the measured pressure drop across the exchanger and

(Ap13)calc is the calculated pressure drop. The pressure drop AP_3 is the sum

of the friction and acceleration pressure drops.

The friction pressure drop was obtained from the formula

LPI2 + 5_3 = ¢P12= ¢P_3= cp (84)

where

and

f_'

cp - 2D' (85)

0.316

f = - (86)
e

Conversion of Equation 84 to dimensioned quantities produces

L_h_ +5_3 = 2.02 x lO3 f w '_ (87)

where w' has units of pounds per second. Greater consistency of analysis

would be achieved by calculating the friction pressure drop from both the

light and heavy region friction losses (Equations 52 and 59). However, the

approach adopted gave more nearly constant values for the orifice co-

efficient during a given run.
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The acceleration pressure drop results from the increased velocity of
the light region and is given by

= G' -
1_ a 4610

(88)

where the units are as already given. Therefore,

(AlS13)calc = hI_2 + AlSz3 + 5t5 a (89)

Equation 89 was used in conjunction with Equation 83 to obtain the pressure

drop across the orifice, Apo_. This was then inserted into Equation 82 to

yield the inlet orifice coefficient.

Table 8 is a tabulation of the calculated friction and acceleration pressure

drops compared to the measure drop (Ap_)meas. The first section of the
table is based on the usual friction factor of Equation 86. However, allow-

ance might be made for the curves in the heat exchanger tube by multiplying

the friction factor by a factor up to i. 5, as was done in the second part of

Table 8. It is seen that the measured and calculated pressure losses are

in fair agreement for runs with no inlet orifices.

Estimation of the inlet orifice coefficient was based on the unmodified

friction factor given by Equation 86.

The quantity ¢p is directly computed from

f_ '
q0 - 2D' (90)

which for the dimensions of this system becomes

¢p = 662 f (91)

Cw, _, and_ w. These parameters are defined by the relations

AL P_v C_v
c w = -w

A_pI' c'P

(92)

C w U l__ =A_ p_ ' -'

h':_' _'
(93)

and

= w
w h_v _'

(94)
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Table 8

I. f

COMPUTED AND MEASURED PRESSURE DROPS

Run Number

1724

1744

1764

17135

1920

1936

1952

1968

19100

2059

2070

20100

2727

2764

2795

27109

27122

3036

3064

3088

30125

3128

3168

3190

31116

31138

3335

3352

3376

3399

33121

33138

33157

3423

3443

3460

3478

3494

34106

34132

3536

3554

3574

3590

35100

Normal friction factor

Orifice

None

None

None

0.1

O. 108

0. I08

None

None

None

Total

Friction _p Acceleration _p Calcula_d A_s

(psia) (psia) (psia)

21.6047 41.2257 62.8304

14.9546 28.1569 43.1115

11.144 21.2088 32.3528

7.0184 13.3549 20.3733

43.0478 78,4756 121,5235

30.5241 56.1377 86.6618

19,2424 36.4734 55.7158

14.2132 27.3702 41.5834

II.0207 21.4704 32.4911

21.6801 39.1967 60.8787

15.0789 27,2855 42.3645

10.9989 20.50 31.499

20.4595 91.0318 Ili,4913

12.6375 34.9176 47.5552

2.3897 4.4608 8.8505

9.0624 21.7425 30.8042

2.9443 5.6815 8.6257

19.7776 64.9577 84,7352

11.8379 28.6018 40.4397

8.8441 15.509 22.3531

7.1796 16.3384 23.5179

21.3478 84.6099 105.9577

7.5182 16.9443 24.4625

3.0824 6.0156 9.078

2.8586 5.5241 8.3827

8.8857 20.5555 29.4212

164.9126 396.4786 561.3912

136.1268 305.3465 441.4733

81.2386 157.5621 238.8007

38.4621 74,9595 113.4216

23.8437 47.4524 71.2961

10.2458 20.8748 31.1208

10.2661 21.9564 32.2225

257.6282 626.6031 884.2317

199.3323 440.5701 639.9023

132.7043 241.2803 373.9846

73.3421 126.3341 199.6763

37.2921 67.4948 104.787

13.0917 24.5009 37.5925

13.0953 24.6539 37.7492

166.7547 428.7238 595.4779

136.8319 311.8545 448.6864

83.3548 169.6658 253.0206

42.0744 86.7866 128.8611

20.8962 43.7203 64.6185

51

Meas. Ap_

(psi_)

90.00

60.00

50.00

40.00

136.00

97.00

72.00

58.00

44.00

87.00

54.00

37.00

600.00

350.00

50.00

210.00

60.00

540.00

300. O0

170.00

160.00

560.00

150.00

70.00

40.00

200.00

340.00

280. O0

160.00

100.00

60,00

30.00

30.00

400.00

370.00

240.00

180.00

100.00

30.00

40.00

420.00

340.00

214.00

129.00

75.00



Table 8 (Cont'd)

2. f = I. 5 [10' 316t,_ l_'Iction factor increased by 50%

Total

Orifice Friction Ap Acceleration _p Calcula_ _P_=

Run Number (in.) (psia) (psia) (psia)

1724 None 32.3908 41.2257 73.6166

1744 22.4206 28.1569 50.5775

1764 16.7076 21.2088 37.9164

1784 16.7076 21.2088 37.9164

17135 10.5224 13.3549 23.8773

1920 None 64.5395 78,4756 143.0151

1936 45.7632 56.1377 101.9009

1952 28.8492 36.4734 65.3225

1968 21.3091 27,3702 48.6793

19100 16.5228 21.4704 37.9932

2059 None 32.5038 39,1967 71.7005

2070 22.6071 27.2855 49.8926

20100 16.4901 20.50 36.9902

2727 0.1 30.674 91.0318 121,7057

2764 18.9468 34.9176 53.8645

2795 3.5827 4.4608 8.0435

27109 13.5868 21.7425 35.3293

27122 4.4142 5.6815 10.0957

3036 0.108 29.6515 64.9577 94.6092

3064 17.748 28.6018 46.3498

3088 10.261 15.509 25.77

30125 10,764 16.3384 27.1023

3128 0.108 32.0057 84.6099 116.6156

3168 11.2716 16.9443 28.2159

3190 4.5913 6.0156 10.6069

31116 4.2857 5.5241 9.8098

31138 13.2919 20.5555 33.8474

3335 None 247.2453 396.4786 643.7239

3352 204.0862 305.3465 509.4347

3376 121,797 157.5621 279.3591

3399 57.6644 74.9595 132.6239

33121 35.7476 47.4524 83.2001

33138 15.361 20.8748 36.2359

33157 15.3914 21.9564 37.3478

3423 None 386.2497 626.6031 1012.8528

3443 298.849 440.5701 739.4191

3460 198.9569 241.2803 440.2373

3478 109.9582 126.3341 236.2923

3494 55.9102 67.4948 123.4051

34106 19.6277 24.5009 44.1286

34132 19.6331 24.6539 44.287

3536 None 250,0071 428.7232 678.7302

3554 205.1452 311.8545 516.9997

3574 124.9697 169.6658 294.6355

3590 63.0801 86.7866 149.8668

35100 31.3286 43.7203 75.0489

Meas, _Pc3

(psia)

90.00

60.00

50.00

50.00

40.00

136.00

97.00

72.00

58,00

44.00

67_00

54.00

37.00

600.00

350.00

50.00

210.00

60.00

540.00

300.00

170.00

160.00

560.00

150.00

70.00

40.00

200.00

340.00

280.00

160.00

I00.00

60.00

30.00

30.00

400.00

370.00

240.00

180.00

lO0. OO

30.00

40.00

420.00

340.00

214.00

129.00

75.00
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The parameter Cw, which is the ratio of wall to fluid heat content,

remains substantially constant from run to run. Inserting the following

values for density and heat capacity

' = 488 Ib/ft sPw

01' = 67.3 Ib/ft 3

' = 0. II Btu/Ib OFC w

' = 0.4 Btu/Ib°F
Cp

there results

C = O. 528
W

This value was used throughout the series of tests.

Calculation of the heat transfer coefficient h' used for _ is based on the

equation

N u 0. 023 R e pOr. 4 (95)

recommended by Thurston( 26, 27) and Williamson (28) for hydrogen flowing

through tubes.

For purposes of illustration, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated

for Run 20 slice 70. The property values are taken robe (29)

u' = 9.6 x 10 -s poise = 6.45 x 10 -a lb /it see
m

k' = 0.02 Btu/hr ft OF

e_ = 0.4 Btu/lb m OF

The temperature of the wall and bulk fluid are taken to be lll0°R and 580°R,

respectively. The flow rate for Run 20 slice 70 is 1. 14 pounds per second;

hence the mass velocity is

G' = 6.8 x 102 Ibm/ft 2 sec
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With the introduction of these values into Equation 95 there results a heat

transfer coefficient for the run of

h' = I000 Btu/hr ft_ OF

The transfer time _w is now written in terms of mass flow rate:

,3 = 0.0931 w '_'_ (96)

The conduction time _7"w is directly related to the flow rate by

_7 w = O. 02775 w I (97)

where the thermal conductivity of the wall was taken as 8.5 Btu/ft °F hr.

Table 9 is a summary of the dimensionless parameters for Cleveland's

runs. Also included are results derived from the Nyquist plot, i. e., the

starting point G(o): the crossover frequency, $c; the crossover point

G(i_c); the negative of the operating point K; the stability number

K + G(ia_c); the stabilizing-to-destabilizing pressure drop ratio _; and the

Nyquist loop size__. As the oxygen flow rate is reduced, Tm is decreased

while (_ tends to be increased. Naturally the exit orifice coefficient tends
to be increased as the valve is closed. The inlet orifice coefficient used

was an average of the several values found for a particular run.

R esults

The sum of the crossover point and the negative of the operating point

is an indication of the stability of a particular run. This sum, defined as

the stability number Ns, is plotted versus the mass flow rate in Figures 10

to 18. The curves are plotted for an average inlet orifice coefficient as

well as the maximum and minimum values found for the run.

It ah ould be kept in mind that several variables are simultaneously

varying with flow rate at a fixed inlet coefficient, namely, Tin, _, and k e.
Hence, the curves should be expected to exhibit nonlinear behavior. This

seems to be the case generally. In the neighborhood of minimum stable flow

rate there is usually found a rapid decline in the stability number.

Assuming other parameters such as f3 and TI_ are unchanged, the sta-

bilizing effect of a large inlet orifice coefficient is readily apparent from the

figures. The stability number, maintaining the other variables constant,

will vary linearly with inlet orifice coefficient.

The agreement of the analysis with the data is generally good for runs
where no inlet orifice was present. However, in those runs where an inlet

orifice was used (see Figures 16, 17, and 18) it was found that the predictions
tended to be far on the stable side.
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Tab

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETE

Inlet

Orifice

Diameter w

Run/Slice (in.) 0b/sec)

17/24 none 1.4 22.3

17]44 1.13 24.5

17]64 0.96 26.7

17/135 0.733 28.0

19/20 none 2.08 21.4

19/36 1.71 22.8

19/52 1.31 23.5

19/66 1.10 25.1

191100 0.95 27.1

20]59 none 1.4 23,5

20]70 1.14 22.6

20/100 0.95 26.7

27/64 0. I 1.04 36.9

27/109 0.845 35.3

27/122 0.445 31,5

27/95 0.395 31.2

30/64 0.108 0.985 30.5

30/125 0.74 33.7

30/88 0.72 34.3

31/138 0. I08 0.835 35.0

31/68 0.76 33.1

31/90 0.455 31.8

31/116 0.437 32.2

33/52 none 4.02 18.7

33/76 3.00 17.8

33/99 I,_5 Z3.5

33/121 1.48 24.9

33[157 0.91 31.0

34/33 none 5.29 18.5

34/43 5.01 20.9

34/60 3.99 16.8

34/78 2.84 17.5

34/94 1.92 21.3

34/I06 1.05 24.6

34/132 1.05 24.8

35/36 none 4.5 24.8

35/54 4.03 22.8

35/74 3.04 20.5

35/90 2.05 22.7

35/I00 1.37 25.7

Dimensionless Parameters

1
12 e

0.198 18.5 17.5 5.07

0.178 28.8 17.5 5.34

0.177 39.3 17.5 5.57

0.161 64.7 17.5 8.90

0.242 9.0 7.56 4.59

0.22 13.6 7.56 4.82

0.18 22.2 7.56 5.15

0.17 30.5 7.56 5.38

0.17 39.0 7.56 5,56

0.24 16.7 5,28 5.06

0.21 24.8 5.26 5.33

0.208 34.0 5.26 5.58

0.167 16.7 235.0 5.48

0.163 33.0 235.0 5.75

0.141 151.0 235.0 6.75

0.139 195.0 235.0 6.95

0.197 16.6 231.0 5.5

0.176 37.4 231.0 5.9

0.179 38.8 231.0 8.0

0.167 35.3 202.0 5.77

0.158 44.6 202.0 5.90

0.141 141.0 202.0 6.71

0.139 159.0 202.0 6.78

0. 303 1.43 -5.3 3.9

0. 264 3.70 -5.3 4.2

0. Z44 8.8 -5.3 4.7

0.213 14.7 -5.3 5.0

0. 176 33.6 -5.3 5.6

0. 310 0.70 -5.2 3.6

0. 334 t. 10 -5. 2 3. 7

O. 293 2.60 -5.2 2.6

O. 257 5.70 -5.2 4, 2

0.217 11.9 -5.2 4.7

O. 169 36.3 -5.2 5.4

0. 168 36.1 -5.2 5.4

0. 301 1, 10 -2.4 3.78

0.283 1.90 -2.4 3.89

0.234 4,30 -2.4 4.18

0.191 9.6 -2.4 4.61

0.166 20.6 -2.4 5.09

5_
0

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

* In all runs_la "_a =@ and g = 0
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le 9

RS FOR CLEVELAND'S DATA

Results

Cw _ _w G_o! _v G(tw ) N
e c K s

0.528 0.0994 0.0397

0.528 0.0952 0.031

0.528 0.0924 0.027

0.528 0,088 0.020

0.528 0.1078 0.058

0.528 0.104 0.048

0.528 0.098 0.036

0.528 0.095 0.031

0.528 0.092 0.026

0.528 0.099 0.039

0.528 0.094 0.032

0.528 0.092 0.026

0.528 0.094 0.029

0.528 0.090 0.024

0.528 0.079 0.012

0.528 0.077 0.011

0.528 0.093 0.0047

0.528 0.088 0.020

0,528 0.088 0.020

0.528 0.087 0.023

0.528 0.088 0.021

0.528 0.080 0.013

0.528 0.079 0.012

0.528 0.123 8.112

0,528 0.116 0.083

U. 52_ 0.106 0.054

0.528 O. lOl 0,041

0,528 0.092 0.025

0.528 0.130 0.147

0,528 0.129 0.139

0.528 0.123 0.111

0.528 0.115 0.079

0.528 0.106 0.053

0.528 0.094 0.029

0.528 0.094 0.029

0.528 0.126 0.125

0.528 0.123 0.112

0.528 0.116 0.084

0.528 0.107 0.057

0,528 0.099 0.038

326

562

832

1446

146

236

425

619

833

27O

414

645

52O

928

3804

4872

363

929

968

968

1175

3588

4104

11.8 -4.1 37.0 32.9

13.2 -26,0 37.0 11 0

13.4 -40.2 38.0 -2.2

14,7 -75.8 37.9 -37.9

9.5 0.42 17.3 17.7

i0. 7 -4.0 17.2 13. 2

13.0 -22.7 17. 0 -5. 7

13.9 -41.0 17.0 -24,0

13.9 54.0 17.0 -177.0

9.8 10.2 12.9 23.1

11.1 17.5 12.7 30.5

11.4 6.04 12.8 18.8

1.99 0.73

1.67 0.69

1.51 0.91

1.34 0.40

1.94 0,66

1.68 0.76

1.45 0.86

1.34 0.97

1.27 1.26

1.46 0.65

1.33 0.63

1.25 0.83

14,7 -91.2 471.0 380.0 13.2 2.00

15.0 -131.0 472.0 341.0 2.21 1.11

17.0 -207.0 472.0 265.0 7.56 1.75

17.3 -173.0 472.0 299.0 2.55 1.20

9.4 2,8 465.0 468,0 12.96 1,05

12.4 -39.0 464.0 425.0

12. 1 -37.4 464.0 427.0

14.6 -120.0 406.0 286.0

15.2 -139.0 406.0 267.0

17,0 -231.0 406.0 175.0

17.3 -273.0 406.0 133.0

28.5 6.7 0.7 -8.2 -7.5

58.8 8.3 2.0 -8.4 -6.4

154. 0 9. 5 -Z. O -8. 3 -10. 3

279.0 11.1 -8.9 -8,5 -17.4

810.0 14.0 -72.0 -8.6 -80.6

19.9 6.5 -0.6 -8.2 -8.8

21.6 5.8 -0.6 -7.9 -8.5

35.8 7.2 0.9 -8,9 -9.8

80.9 8.7 3.0 -8.2 -5,2

200.0 10.8 -4.6 -8.3 -12.9

721.0 13.9 -37.6 -8.6 -46.2

720.0 14. I -38.7 -8.5 -47.2

31.4 7.2 -4. 8 -2.5 -7.3

42.9 7.8 -4,7 -2.6 -7.3

82.6 9.8 -6.3 -2.8 -9.1

193.0 12.2 -20.0 -3.0 -23.0

448.0 14.2 -54.0 -3.1 -57.1

6.59 1,32

6.78 1.30

6.34 1.65

5.30 1.52

2,43 1.24

2.27 1.27

0.36 0.54

0.64 0.51

0.84 0.76

0.91 0.87

0.97 1.31

0.14 0.58

O. 29 0.63

0.29 0.46

0.74 0.49

0.88 0.72

O. 97 O. 92

O. 97 O. 93

1. 17 O. 93

1.14 0.83

1.10 0,96

1.98 0.93

1.05 1,14
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ADDITIONAL DATA

The analysis wasunsuccessfully applied to three other sets of data.

Two of these were subcritical two-phase systems and one was supercritical.

Shitsman (30) encountered instabilities while measuring heat transfer to

supercritical water. He reports limited data for four experimental runs

near the stability limit, two of which were unstable. * In applying this

analysis to these data points it became apparent that the points were far
different from those considered before. Shitsman observed the instabilities

in spite of very limited expansion of the water along the test section. The

expansion ranged from _3 of 1.2 to 2.2. Primarily because of this the

analysis predicted that the system would be very stable. No assumptions
could be made which would indicate that instability could be encountered.

It appears, then, that the kind of instability observed by Shitsman was not

the kind being considered in this analysis, t

In contrast the analysis failed to predict any stability at all for the two

low-pressure boiling systems considered. This appears to have an adequate

explanation, however.

Zuber's original formulation of the mathematical model (1) was intended

to apply only near or above the critical pressure of the fluid. He observed

that the equations of change would apply equally well for the bulk state of

two-phase mixtures if there is no velocity difference between the phases.

A reduced pressure of 0.85 was estimated as the lower limit for which the

analysis should apply. Zuber since then has extended the analysis to apply
at lower pressures. (4)

Because the oscillations observed in two-phase systems appear to be

quite similar in nature to those considered above, the analysis was applie.d
to data reported by Fleming(22) for subcritical nitrogen and by Stenning (8)

for Freon. It was hoped that the presence of any slip velocity would be of

little consequence to the stability predictions.

The analysis, including the wall heat transfer effect, developed in

Section 5 had to be modified slightly to apply to two-phase systems. It was

implicitly assumed in writing Equation 27 that the fluid temperature fluc-

tuation would result when the bulk enthalpy changes. In a two-phase

*There is an apparent discrepancy as to which runs are stable and which

unstable as reported by Shitsman. In the presentation of the data, one set

o_two was implied to be unstable, but in the conclusions a different set
was named.

tin a very recent paper Rogers (9)" also observed instabilities with

apparently very little bulk expansion of subcritical hydrogen.
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mixture this is not true; the bulk enthalpy changes because the quality changes,
but the temperature should remain constant at the saturation temperature.
The stability analysis must be performed, then, taking the wall effect W
equal to zero in the two-phase region.

Additional details on the application to Fleming's and Stenning's data

may be found in Reference 31. The analysis consistently predicted that the

system would be extremely unstable, even when the data were taken at the

stability limit. No reasonable assumptions concerning possible experimental

error could make the predictions stable, Even lowering the expansion fi3

by a factor of 3 to 5 was not sufficient.

To determine whether the slip velocity might indeed be important in

these systems, an estimate was made of the actual bulk density of the fluid

as a function of the position in the test section. * Slip velocity and change

in boiling regimes were taken into account using the methods of Reference

32. Figures 19 and 20 compare the specific volumes predicted with and

without slip. The dotted portion of the curves with slip are uncertain,

owing to the large void fraction of the two-phase mixture. Clearly, slip is

a major factor which must be considered. There is no reason to expect,

then, that the present analysis should apply to these data.

*These estimates were performed for the authors by F.W. Staub.
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Section 7

DISCUSSION OF APPLICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

T V_rO- REGION A PPROXIMATION

A great deal of experience has been gained in applying the two-region

approximation to these data. The approximation is considered a useful tool

for such systems_ however, the results can be particularly sensitive to the

w_y the approximation is applied. It is therefore recommended that the

following rules of thumb be applied in future applications.

• The two-region approximation should be applied between the
correct inlet and exit densities.

• The transition point should be selected so that the total resi-

dence time of the fluid is approximated as closely as possible.

This is accomplished if the area under the density-enthalpy

curve is closely approximated.

• If the total residence time is not particularly sensitive to the

two-region appi_oximation, the slope in the light region 0

should closely approximate the actual slope at the outlet.

This is especially true when the system is strongly choked
downstream.

In general these suggestions are not consistent with taking the transition

point to be the transposed critical temperature, as suggested by Zuber (1)

and used by Thurston. (2)

The sensitivity of the results to the total fluid residence time can be

illustrated by Figure 21 and the Nyquist diagram of Figure 22. Figure 21

has the specific volume-enthalpy relationship for pure hydrogen correspon-

ding to Run 57 of Thurston's data. Here the transposed critical temperature

is used as the transition point. Figure 22 compares the Nyquist diagrams

resulting when the two region approximation shown in Figure 21 is used and

when the heavy region is neglected; i. e., _x2 = 0. Both curves are plotted

for C w _" 0. There is a 40 percent difference in the predicted stability

numbers. In view of the 1/9- i curve in Figure 21, it seems unlikely that

the curve could be fitted with two straight lines with much more accuracy

than has been achieved. The difference between the two-region approxima-

tion used in Figure 21 to obtain the correct outlet density and one with a

zero length of the heavy region is probably within the engineering accuracy

which can be demanded. However, the crossover points of Figure 22 show

a 40 percent difference between these two cases.

The difference can be traced to the total residence time of the fluid.

As discussed in Section 5, the instability is caused by the feedback of a sig-

nal delayed by as much as _-ls" The Nyquist diagrams reflect the impor-
tance of the delay time. For example, a complete loop in the diagram of
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Figure 22 occurs at the frequency of about 2_/Tls. The first crossover

point occurs when s _ i (3_/2Tls} and successive crossover points (or the

leftmost point of the successive loops) occur when s _ i(rT/T_s)(1/2 + 2n),
n -" 2, 3:, . . . These loops of the Nyquist diagram correspond to the

"resonance" peaks which have been observed in the dynamics of distributed

parameter systems for a number of years. (See, for example, Reference

33. ) It is very important in describing these systems to correctly take into

account the delay times associated with the passage of disturbance waves

through the system. Reference 12 contains several examples of this.

The delay time TI_ is the total time required for the fluid to travel
from one end of the test section to another. Therefore the correct value

of T:a, independent of any two-region approximation, will be given by

l d____zT_3 = 5(z) (98)
t

O

Since the steady-state velocity is related to the density in any system by the
continuity equation, p u = constant = 1 for a steady-state, one-dimensional

flow. Furthermore, the steady-state enthalpy (Equation 21) of this system

is proportional to the distance. This also is independent of the two-region

approximation. Therefore the integral in Equation 98 is

isf

Tls = / _(i) di (99)

h

This is simply the area under the p-i curve.

Figure 23 has the p-i curve for Thurston's Run No. 57; it is replotted

from Figure 21. The cross-hatched area under the curve is proportional to

the correct value of TI_. On Figure 23, the two dotted lines represent the

two different two-region approximations used on this run. When subcooling

is used, the area under the curves is about 20 percent higher than the cor-

rect area, but the area is 20 percent lower when subcooling is neglected.

This constitutes a difference of about 40 percent. This difference in the

values of T_s, predicted by the two-region approximalion, corresponds to

the 40 percent change in the crossover point observed in Figure 22. Judg-

ing from the agreement with the o-i curve of Figure 23, the correct cross-

over point should lie midway between the two. The relation used to obtain

i_' for Thurston's and Cleveland's data was estimated in this manner.

The NASA data were taken with a much larger degree of subcooling

than Thurston's. Consequently, the residence time TI_ iS much less sensi-
tive to the two-region approximation. Figure 24 shows the density-enthalpy

curve plotted for Run 6 of the NASA data. For curve 2 the transition point

is the transposed critical temperature. Curves 2 and 3 give _3's which
differ by only about ten percent from the correct one. This can be corn-
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pared with the difference in crossover points shown on the Nyquist diagrams

shown in Figure 25, calculated with C w = 0.

Figure 25 does illustrate the sensitivity of the starting point to the two-

region approximation. The entire character of the Nyquist diagram is al-
tered in curve 2. Curve 1 is the more nearly correct result. This was

determined by extending the analysis to permit approximating the specific

volume-enthalpy curve by an arbitrary number of straight lines. Figure

26 shows the curve for Run 6 of the NASA data approximated by three

straight dotted lines. It can be shown from this analysis that the approxi-

mation should closely match the correct slope of the 1/0 - i curve at the

outlet when the system is strongly choked downstream.

Based on the sensitivities discussed above, limits on the accuracy of

the results can be estimated. The two-region approximation probably can-

not be consistently applied with less than about 10 to 15 percent maximum

error. In terms of the Nyq_uist diagrams it is believed that a stability num-

ber of about 15 is the limit of accuracy when N s < 100. For larger sta-

bility numbers, 15 percent of N s is the estimated accuracy.

ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION TO THE SOLUTION

The sensitivities to the two-region approximation presented above were

obtained for C w = 0. These were exact solutions to the problem; however,
when there is an effect of heat transfer to the wall the solutions are only

asymptotically correct -- mnother source of possible error in the analysis.

The error was minimized by selecting an appropriate average for the density

in the expression for the modified reaction frequency _ Equation 38. The

arithmetic average was always used for the results in Section 6.

To determine how good the asymptotic approximation is for this sytem,

some Nyquist diagrams were calculated numerically for comparison. This

was accomplished by selecting a frequency in s = _ and integrating the per-

turbed continuity and energy equations, Equations 24 and 25, along with the

wall heat transfer equation, Equation 29, and the equation of state, Equation

30. Of course, the steady-state relations, Equations 19 to 23, were also

used. A Runge-Kutta integration procedure with a step size of 0.01 gave

sufficient accuracy. The complex values of 50 and 5u obtained as a func-

tion of distance were used in Equation 50 as the momentum equation was

integrated simultaneously. The outlet values were used in Equation 69 for

the downstream pressure perturbations. This was sufficient to evaluate

G(i_) in Equation 76 and the Nyquist curve at a given frequency. The pro-

cedure was repeated for different frequencies to complete the diagram.

Table 10 compares stability numbers for the exact solution, or the

numerical integration solution, with those obtained with different average

desnities in the reaction frequency _. The average densities considered

were the arithmetic, the log mean, and the averaged based on the log mean
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velocity. The arithmetic average gives the best fitto the exact solution.

The results are basically good but there can be significant differences.

Table i 0

STABILITY NUMBERS FOR NASA DATA WITH VARIOUS

AVERAGE DENSITIES IN _\

N by: Exact Numerical
s

Integration Approximate Solution

_ l+p_ _ i-_ - _ 0._in(1/_)

Ru___0.n Dave- 2 0ave-In(i/p3) _ave- 1 - _

I 53 14 43 51

2 0 -ll 18 36

-3 -If2 -80 -71 -20

-4 -116 -107 -92 -34

-5 -259 -275 -205 -i10

6 44 32 57 72

7 12 -14 -3 19

-8 -68 -43 -35 9

Figure 27 compares the exact and asymptotic stability numbers for a

few selected runs from the three sets of data. Again the results are rea-

sonably good but there are significant differences. No general statement

can be made as to whether the approximation wili be conservative or not,

but the trend is toward smaller stability numbers from the approximate

solution. In general, the larger the stability numbers the larger the de-

viations will be. Discrepancies between the exact and approximate solu-

tions do not appear to alter the stability results too significantIy. Runs

11 and 18 of Thurston's data are an exception. As discussed in Section 6,

the crossover points were estimated differently for Runs 9, 1 1, and 18,

which had Nyquist diagrams, Figures 7 to 9, differing from the usual ones.

On these figures the exact numerically integrated solutions are presented

as the dashed curves, and the deviation is fairly large for the large loops

of the diagram. Figure 8 shows that Run 11 fails to cireIe the operating

point even in the exact solution, although it is very close. The reverse
is true for Run 18. Therefore, the exact solution does not confirm the

estimated predictions recorded in Table 4.

The asymptotic approximation used in solving the system equations

appears to be adequate for the purposes of rough stability predictions.

Deviations from it can be of the order of 10 to 20 stability number units

for N s near zero, but it can be much greater when the Nyquist loops are
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very large. No general statement can be made that the approximation
gives conservative results.

HEAT TRANSFER AT SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES

The estimates of the heat transfer coefficient can be of major impor-

tance. Introduction of the heat transfer coefficient in the analysts is a con-

sequence of accounting for the tube wall heat capacity. This tends to have

a stabilizing effect on predictions.

Some of the literature on heat transfer to a fluid near its critical pres-

sure will be surveyed briefly here; and the influence of heat transfer coeffi-

cient on the predictions based on the present method will be discussed.

Literature Review

Empirical or semi-empirical correlations for heat transfer to a fluid

flowing in a pipe have been applied and thoroughly tested. (34) The condi-

tions for which the correlations are usually applied are those of moderate

pressures and wall to bulk temperature ratios. Large differences in the wall

and bulk temperatures can cause considerable variation in physical proper-

ties. Furthermore, when the fluid is near its critical pressure and tempera-

ture, its physical properties become a sensitive function of temperature.

In many cryogenic heat transfer applications it is just this combination of
large temperature differences and pressures near the critical which is en-
countered.

A literature review of heat transfer to cryogenic: fluids has been made
by Richards and co-workers .(35)

Strong property variations in the fluid can cause estimation of the heat

transfer coefficient b_ means of the classical correlations to be in error.
Dickinson and Welch(36) and Miropolskii and Shitsman (37) have investigated

heat transfer to water at supercritical and near-critical pressures.

Dickinson and Welch (36) suggest the use of the standard pipe flow cor-

relation,

N u : 0.023 po-_ RO.S (100)
r e

for wall temperatures below 660°F. Wall temperatures between 800 and

1100°F indicated the use of a constant Stanton number of 0.00189. These

results were obtained for pressures of 3500 and 4500 psi and heat fluxes
of less than 600,000 Btu/hr ft _.

Miropolskii and Shitsman correlated heat transfer data based on a

modified pipe flow equation:

N u = 0.023 P 0.4 RO.S (101)
r m e
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where

p =

rm if Prf < r_

That is,

is less than the Prandtl number calcu!ated from film properties,

ve rs ely.

the Prandtl number based on bulk conditions is to be used when it

and con-

Correlation of data for heat transfer to supercritical water was ob-

tained by Bringer and Smith(38)by means of the relation

N = 0.0266 (P )o.ss (R )0.77 (102)
U r e

x W X

where the reference temperature

table'

(T' -T)/ (r -T)
m o

!

T x was computed from the following

Reference Temperature
, 4
Tx

<0 T I

0 to I. 0 T'
m

>l. 0 T I
W

Where T_rn is the transposed critical temperature (that is, that tempera-
ture at which the specific heat achieves a maximum vaIue). Equation 102

was found to yield good agreement f_r heat transfer to water at 5000 psi,

but to be 30 percent too low for carbon dioxide data.

Monroe et al. (39) have presented data for heat transfer with oxygen

flowing through tubes.

Correlation of hydrogen heat transfer data was discussed by Hendricks
et al! 40' 41) In the region of near-critical or supercritical pressure when

the reduced temperature was much larger than unity, a relation such as

Equation 100 gives satisfactory results. McCarthy and Wolfe(42) found

good agreement of experimental data with a modified Dittus-Boelter equ-

ation for heat transfer with gaseous hydrogen. They suggested the use of

ooN u = 0.023 P n'4 R _'e (103)
r e

Thurston(26, 27) quotes a recent study of Williamson (28) regarding data

for heat transfer to gaseous hydrogen obtained from several different

sources. The correlation suggested was

N u = 0.023 C I P°'4 R°'S (104)
r e
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where,

for Tw/T • 1.8: C_ = 1 and C a = 0.765

for Tw/T > 1.8: C 1 = 0.7 and C_ = 0.2

However, when both temperature and pressure approach the critical values

(i. e. in the near-critical region) a simple modification of Equation 100 ap-

pears to be no longer valid. Under such conditions it may be desirable to

employ relations analogous to subcritical boiling for the prediction of heat
transfer coefficients. A number of authors (43, 44) have commented on the

similarity of the near-critical and subcritical heat transfer regions.

Hendricks and co-workers recommend Equation 105 as a possible means

of correlating data in the near-critical region:

where

1
= + o. 15 (105)

Nuf Nu_ 0.7 + 2.4 XTT, X

Nu 1 = 0.021 P°'4 R o.s (106)
rf e

and,

R
e

mean film density

Martinelli two-phase flow parameter XTT
s

X = h o.I

TT,X _g _p_]

g refer to liquid and gas.The subscripts £ and
obtained from

= Reynolds number based on film viscosity and

X:

The mean film density is

1 x_ 1 - x2
= +

Pmf Of P_
(107)

where x_ refers to the "pseudo quality" calculated from the equilibrium

density, the ideal gas density, and an extrapolation of the liquid density.

Effect of Heat Transfer Coefficient

on Stability Prediction

The heat transfer coefficient enters through the transfer time _. In-

creasing the heat transfer coefficient will reduce_'_ and generally result in
an increased stability number prediction. The influence of transfer time

on the Nyquist diagram for Cleveland run 20 slice 70 is illustrated in

Figure 28. The crossover point is increased by increasing the heat trans-

fer coefficient. The starting point, however, is unaffected by any change

in h'. A graph of the effect of _ on stability number is given in Figure

29. Heat transfer coefficients in the region 500 to 1000 Btu_'hr ft _ °F) ex-
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hibit the greatest influence on the stability predictions. For heat transfer
coefficients greater than about 1250 Btu/(hr ft _°F) (at least for this par-
ticular run) there is relatively small effect on Ns.

That increasing the heat transfer coefficient tends to be stabilizing
is seen to be physically reasonable. Any perturbation in the fluid tempera-
ture causes a fluid volume change and a corresponding change in heat
transfer area; but this would be compensated by increased or decreased
rate of heat transfer from the wall. The greater the heat transfer co-
efficient from the wall to the fluid, the faster will be the thermal com-
pensation effect of the wall.

The importance of the heat transfer coefficient in determining the
stability prediction can vary according to the other parameters of the ex-
periment. Predictions made for Thurston's hydrogen data, for example,
were less affected by changes in the heat transfer coefficient than were
those for the Cleveland data.
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Section 8

SIMPLIFIED CRITERIA

ZUBER'S THIRD-ORDER EQUATION

The use of the full characteristic equation (Equation 73) and the

Nycluist diagram to predict stability for these systems is at best a cum-

bersome procedure. Although it is true that the procedure can be auto-

mated for the computer as it has been done here, it is still desirable

from the point of view of the design engineer to be able to apply a much

simpler criterion. From the point of view of the researcher a simpler

criterion is desirable for greater ease in understanding the physical

phenomena of the instabilities.

Zuber (1) was able to make reasonable assumptions on his charac-

teristic equation and greatly reduce the order of the problem. The sim-

plified criteria he obtained agreed quite well qualitatively with general
experimental observations. Thurston (3) has reformulated Zuber's first-

order characteristic equation and has had a great deal of success in

correlating instability data with it. This will be discussed in more detail

in the following pages.

As stated in Section 5, the model used here is identical with Zuber's

except that the effect of heat transfer to the wall has been included. Al-

though this effect complicates the problem considerably, it is shown in

the Appendix that the approximate solution obtained in Section 5 (page 21)

for the characteristic equation and Zuber's exact fifth-order equation*

are of the same form. In spite of the similarily it is not possible to sim-

plify Equation 73 to the same degree that Zuber did.

The reasons lies in an assumption which Zuber made to simplify the

exact fifth-order characteristic equation down to the third-order equation.

Since Zuber's simpler eriteria were based on the third-order equation,

its validity will be discussed here. It will be shown that the third-order

equation will always fail to predict stability as compared with the more

exact fifth-order equation.

Zuber's first simplification was made in the integration of the mo-

mentum equation in the light region. In the acceleration, body force, and

friction pressure drop perturbations (Equations 56, 58, and 59) the velo-

city fi(z) was replaced by its upper bound 15a. This simplified the inte-

gration and resulted in the third-order characteristic equation. It is

listed along with the fifth-order equation for comparison in the Appendix.

*The exact fifth-order equation is only implied in Zuber's report. An

approximation is made to reduce the order by two before the character-

istic equation is written.
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The effect of this simplification on the stability prediction is investi-

gated by writing the characteristic equations of the fifth- and third-order

in the following way:

K + G6(s) = 0 and K + Ga(s) = 0

where K and G are defined as in Equation 76. The order of the equation,

indicated by the subscript, differs only because different expressions are

used for 6_pg/6u:. It may be readily shown that the G functions have the

following three properties:

i. G s has no pole in the right-half s plane, but G 3 has a single

first order pole there (at s = 0).

2. Gs(0) = Ga(0)

3. As s -'=, Gs(s)-' G(s)-'sCm

Of the possible configurations of Nyquist diagrams mapped by func-

tions with these three properties, there are two categories to be con-

sidered. The starting point of the diagram [G(0)] is either at the right

of the operating point (-K) or at the left. On Figure 30, diagrams for

these two categories are labelled R and L. Because of Property 2, the

starting point for G 3 and G s will be the same. Because of Property 3,

both will circle the right half plane as s does for large s. In category

R, when the starting point lies to the right of the operating point, there

are essentially only three possible ways for the Nyquist diagrams to look.

These are labelled as Cases R-I, R-2, and R-3 in Figure 30. The dia-

gram can fail to circle the operating point (R-I); it can circle in the coun-

ter clockwise direction an even number of times (R-2); and it can circle

the clockwise direction an odd number of times (R-3).

Table II summarizes the information concerning these eases and the

conclusions to be drawn from them. The second column gives the mini-

mum net number of rotations about the operating point for each case. The

last two columns give the conclusions to be drawn from these diagrams

for the fifth-order and the third-order equations. As discussed in Section

5, the number of zeros in the right half plane is given as the sum of the

rotations and the poles, Z = R + P. For Case R-I, Z = 0 + 0 = 0 for the

fifth-order equation; therefore, it is stable. For G s it is Z --0 + 1 = i,

indicating instability. Case R-2 is physically impos.,_ible because it in-

dicates a negative number of zeroes. This configuration can only result

when there are more poles in the right half plane. Case R-3 has a posi-

tive number of rotations for both Gs and G3, making both unstable.

The significance of these three cases is that in Category R (that is,

when the Ledinegg criterion is satisfied) the fifth-order equation can pre-

dict stability, as in case R-I, but the third-order equation cannot predict

stability in any case. Similar arguments can be employed for Category L

when the Ledinegg criterion is not satisfied. Here, there are essentially
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two configurations, L-1 and L-2. The conclusion then is that the fifth-order
equation cannot be stable, but the third-order can in Case L-2.

Table 11

Case

R-1

R-2

R-3

POSSIBLE STABILITY PREDICTIONS

BY THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS

Fifth Order

Gs(s)

I Poles, P: 0

Rotations. R ////////////

Stable0

-2

1

1

-i

Not Possible

Unstable

Unstable

Not Possible

Third Order

G (s)

1

Unst able

Not Possible

Unstable

Unst able

Stable

The third-order equation with the pole at s : _ cannot predict stability

correctly. When it can be stable, in Category L, the fifth-order cannot

be. When the fifth-order equation can be stable, the third cannot be.

Therefore, any simplifications derived from the third-order equation can-

not be expected to give quantitative stability predictions.

This should be true for equations of both the second and first order
which Zuber derived from the third. The fact that Zuber's third-order

equation can be expected to give incorrect results has kept similar sim-

plifications from being made to the characteristic equation developed here

in Equation 73.

ZUBER'S FIRST-ORDER EQUATION

Thurston (3) has shown that Zuber's first-order stabilizing criterion

(Equation VII-29, Reference 1) can be written in terras of dimensionless

parameters to yield

(I08)

!

where L e : _'(1-_12) and the other quantities are defined by Equations 109

to 1 i i. av"-"
__._Ag_

NSV : V* (109)
f
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Tz2Ail3 = 4_' Tzs (Ii0)
NSUB = k_ _D' NBO

0.5 (I - TZs)cp_ (i +fi3) + ke fi3
NGL p =

Tie cPz2+ ki (Iii)

The starred quantities are pseudo-two-phase properties defined by Thurs-

ion(. 3) The incipient boiling number is computed from Equation 108

which appears to give the proper qualitative dependence of boiling number

at the inception of oscillation (NBo)iz u on the system parameters. Table
12 illustrates the effect of parameter variation according to Equation 108

on system stability.

T able 1 2

INFLUENCE OF PARAMETER VARIATION ON _(NBo)iz u

Parameter Variations

(Othei _ Parameters

Remaining Constant)

1. L' increases decreases

2. D ' increases increases

3. NSV increases decreases

4. NSU B increases decreases

(NBo)iz u Effect

destabilizing (if NBO)iZ u

stabilizing (if (NBo)iz u

destabilizing

destabilizing

> o)

> o)

These effects agree fairly well with experimental data. While such agree-

ment is a necessary condition to show the validity of a prediction it is not
sufficient.

Table 13 summarizes results obtained from Thurston's data using

Zuber's first-order equation.

Three cases were considered:

1. Exit pressure drop calculated from given orifice diameter;

no upstream pressure drop.

2. Ignore exit pressure drop; no upstream pressure drop.

3. Ignore exit pressure drop, and take upstream coefficient to

be ki = 2.4

Case 1 represents the worst conditions for stable operation since the

effect of an inlet pressure drop is ignored; in addition, in computing the

exit pressure drop from the given orifice diameter, the stabilizing in-

fluence of the plenum is neglected.
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Table 13

PREDICTIONS FROM ZUBER'S FIRST ORDER EQUATION

Run Case 1
Number* NSV NSUB NGLp

- 7 1.75 0. 118 44230

+ 9 0.85 0.55 3420

+10 0.85 0.471 14105

-11 0.83 0.00 0

-17 2.25 0,365 5986

+18 2.60 0.269 1538

-28 0.80 0.811 8682

+29 0.80 0.812 4307

+30 45 0.831 520

-31 1.65 0.656 3315

-46 3.00 0.316 2606

+47 3.00 0.500 454

-48 1.20 0.578 4006

+50 1.25 0.542 1842

*51 1.30 0.0 =

-57 1.80 0.366 6969

+59 1.85 0.273 2452

-65 2.75 0.516 902

*66 2.75 0.425 128

-69 1.40 0.0 =

+70 1.40 0.0 ®

-71 1.90 0.0 ®

+72 2.65 0.0 =

-97 1.45 0.44 6893

+98 1.45 0.71 587

-139 0.80 1.04 1393

+140 0.80 1.12 944

Case 2 Case 3

(NBo) i x 104 NG LP (NBo) i x 104 NGL P (NBo)iX 10"4

-0.62 351.2 -0. 615 28.8 -0,450

-3.41 19.0 -2.96 7. 1 -1.91

-2.63 81.8 -2.54 15.4 -2.05

-6.26 0.0 -6.26 16.0 +0.89

-2.03 145.8 -2.03 82.4 -2.02

-1.55 46.7 -1.52 29.9 -1.50

-4.43 302.6 -4.41 40.3 -4.31

-4.52 162.7 -4.49 30.9 -4.36

-5.62 19.3 -5.73 9.3 -5.88

-3.73 130.3 -3.74 31. 7 -3.75

-1.71 484.4 -1.71 26.2 -1.71

-3. 11 54.9 -3.15 4.7 -3.86

-3109 632.6 -3.09 18.7 -2.93

-2.93 297.9 -2.92 13, 6 -2.69

0.0 ® 0.0 21.7 0. 405

-1.63 1071,2 -1.62 27.9 -1.52

-1.47 388.9 -1.46 15. 2 -1.25

-3.03 107.9 -3. 34 9.9 -3.25

-5.61 0.8 -4, 13 0.0 -4.77

O. 0 = 0.9 39.2 O. 199

0.0 = 0.3 33.3 0,236

O. 0 =, O. 0 92.1 O. 0607

0.0 ® O. 0 61.2 0.0662

-2.36 541.3 -2.35 50.6 -2.30

-4.59 25.9 -4. SO 7.5 -4.63

-6.23 67.2 -6. 19 13.4 -6.02

-7.25 26.6 -7. 19 5.4 -6.78

* +

Case I: k e ¢ O, k i = 0

Case 2: ke = O. k i = 0

Case 3: ke = O, k i = 2.4

= stable

= unstable
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In progressing from Case 1 to Case 3 the gas-to-liquid pressure drop
ratio is caused to decrease; this should generally cause the system stability
to increase. Table 13 shows that decreasing the NGL P can cause (NBo)iz u
either to increase or to decrease algebraically, although not to a very great
extent. For example, Runs 29 and 30 show an increase and decrease, res-
pectively, of (NBo)iZ u. More important, with the exception of a few cases,
the values of the incipient boiling numbers calculated from Equation 108 are
negative. This, of course, is physically unrealistic.

For the two limits NGL P-_ 0 and NGL P-.® , it can be seen that
(NBo)iz u as calculated from Equation 108 will usually be negative.

1. Take NGL P -_ 0

In this case Equation 108 quickly gives

_im D'

NGL p 0 (NBo)iZu = 4L'-" e NSV
(112)

which is always negative. However, small values of NGL P would tend to
correspond to high subcooling, and in this region the first-order equation

does not apply.

2. Take NGL P -- co

This case can occur when k. = 0 and k e / 0 or k e = 0. As n-l_-. 0,
is seen from Equations 110 and _11 that NGLP-_= and NSU B -. 0. The
product of these parameters results in a finite number:

it

NGLP NSU B
= [0.5 _ (1 +u3) + ke u3] ai_ (113)

Consider the data of Run 29, where

u3 -- 22. _ k = 103
e

¢P1_ = _3 = 8.3 NSV = 0.8

)_;:' = 73 Btu/lb

Ai':3 = 875 Btu/lb

Inserting these values in Equation 113 gives

NGL p NSU B = 3500

Therefore, Equation 108 will yield a negative (NBo)iZu.
favorable circumstances where k e = 0, it is found that

and hence would still cause (NBo)iZ u to be negative.

Even under the more

NGL P NSU B = 142
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Figure 31 is a plot of the actual boiling number for a run versus the
negative incipient boiling number as predicted from Equation 108. A1-
thoughthe stable points tend to cluster in the lower right region there
certainly is not a clear division between two regions. The points along
the vertical axis, i. e., (NBo)iz u = 0, were obtained when there was no

subcooling, i. e., Tl_ = 0 and NGL P -. ®.

A better separation of stable and oscillatory points is obtained if the pro-

duct of the boiling and specific volume numbers is plotted. Figure 32 is a

graph of the NSV NBO versus Nsv(NBo)iZ u. With the exception of two points

all of the stable points lie in the region NSV NBO < 0. 005 and conversely for
the unstable points. Edeskuty and Thurston (3) note that Rogers (9) was able

to correlate his data by such a criterion. As seen in Figures 31 and 32, though,

there is no apparent effect of the boiling number at inception, as calculated

from Equation 108, on the stability of the system. There is no clear evidence

of a relationship between NSV NBO and Nsv(NBo)iZ u.

Recently, Rogers (9) has analyzed data obtained from low vapor qual-

ity, subcritical hydrogen in terms of Zuber's first-order equation. How-

ever, the data did not permit an estimation of NGL P.

In summary, although the qualitative dependence of the Zuber first-

order equation on the system parameters is in general agreement with

experiment, its value as a predictfve tool appears liniited. The para-

meters which are generated in the first-order analysis are certainly

pertinent to the stability of the system, and, as such, can be used in cor-

relating data. The utility of empirical equations such as Thurston has

derived for his system cannot be questioned. However, it is felt the

applicability of these correlations as a predictive, rather than a correla-

ting, technique would be of less generality than the approach being fol-

lowed in this program.

DERIVATION OF NEW CRITERION

On the basis of the experience gained in calculating the Nyquist dia-

grams for a wide variety of test conditions, a greatly simplified criterion

for stability will be developed here from the full characteristic equation,

Equation 73. Approximations will be made to the characteristic equation

near the crossover frequency _c to obtain the stability number N s. This
then will serve as the criterion.

It is convenient to start with a very simple system and then gradually

broaden the applicability of the criterion. Assume first that the inlet and

exit pressure drops are very large in comparison with the test section

pressure drop. This is generally true for both the NASA and the Cleve-

land data. Neglecting the test section momentum equation, Equation 73
becomes
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+ 6P'a _ 0
6ux 6u_

Using Equations 62 and 69 this can be written simply as

2k. + k u 3
x e 6ux _- = 0

when there is no plenum (c3 = 0).

are given by Equations 49 and 44.

(114)

The density and velocity perturbations

In an attempt to simplify Equation 114 further consider the expres-

sions for 603 and 6u3. Suppose the wall heat transfer effect W is small.

If it is zero, the problem reduces, of course, to Zuber's fifth-order

characteristic equation. If it is small, the expressions for ml, 2 of Equa-
tion 43 can be expanded to give

[ ]R.._______s_ 1+2 + • • "
n_ 2 -* 2 ± 2 (_;k,-s)2

e,-s + %-s ' - %-s

Suppose now that

in an exponential.

-- "_- s, 0 (115)

W can be neglected completely, except when it appears

If this is done, Equations 49 and 44 can be written as

and

6 Pa _ _g- _g _ Tlg

5u3 _ T12 B(_-s)

(A e(_-s)Ta_ + B) (116)

(117)

and the constants A and B from Equation 48 become

A _ 5uz - s 6k |

B _ 6u 1 - D 5k
-- %2(s -0)

(118)

The expression for the trar_sition point perturbation Equation 36 becomes

6 ),"_ 5u x
1- e-(s+w)q_

(119)

An additional simplification will be made to W, which from its de-

finition in Equation 29 has the limits
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as_ -' 0
w

and

W

as

W

C s C ww 1

l+_s _ 1

i+_ s

_ W

I +TJ- 

Therefore, if s is large enough W may be considered independent of the

wall conduction time for a very wide range of v w. This is substantially
true for the data which have been considered in Section 6. W will there-

fore be replaced by

C
w -- H

w

From the definitions of C w and "_,
coefficient.

(120)

H is a dimensionless heat transfer

It is completely independent of the properties of the wall.

The approximations made above should not be too serious. The strong-

est effect of W, where it appears in an exponential, has been retained. An

alternate way of deriving the same result is to assume s is large. This may

then be thought of as the next step in applying the asymptotic approximation
which was used in Section 5 to obtain the solution. Results contained in

Reference 12 indicate that the approximation may be carried this far with

the essence of the system dynamic response still retained.

Continuing,

to give

Equations 116 to 120 may be combined into Equation 114

I _(s+H)_I s 1--0(i_ e-(S+H)T1_!]
2k. + k _ ¢}e (>.-s)T_ se + (2s-c_) " _ 0e /

..J

On rearranging this becomes

2k+ki20 <20's>e<S >T=i I}-- ' e _'_''HT12-s_13 _ 0
1 e ' s , 1 - Q/s ,

(121)

When the frequency in s = i_ eqnaIs the crossover frequency _c, Equation
121 by definition should approximate the stability number. At the cross-

over frequency the imaginary part of Equation 121 must be zero. An at-

tempt will then be made to choose $ c so that the imaginary part of Equa-
tion 121 is zero. The real part will be the stability mlmber and must be

greater than zero for the system to be stable.
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Note first that the definition of 9_ in Equation 38 and the time in Equa-

tion 41 require that

e = e = fia e (122)

In all the runs considered u3 is a fairly large number, of the order of 5

greater. Therefore it would be expected that e(S-l_)_ would be of rela-

tively small magnitude. Assume then that the term

or

1 - (2 - n/s)e(S-'-') T_3_
1 - ei/s

is a real number and can be approximated by the magnitude of the numera-

tor divided by that of the denominator

Here s

With this,

1 - (2 - n/s)e (s-_)Taa 1

1 - __/s /1 + (,_/a, F"
C

has been replaced by i_ e and e (s-_)Taa has been considered small.

Equation 121 can be written as the stability number

f_ 1 + "-_ N S
2-':--- ¢ I+(Q/_ )_ e e

l_C C

2k.+k
1 e

where H = H(TI_+ T_/_ave ).

(123)

Equation 122 has been used to introduce u3 into Equation 123. If Equation

123 is to have a zero imaginary part, the real part of the bracketed expres-
sion must be zero.

F,,

Re [I + u_ - H - i_ _la" e e c =

[ /i + (QImc )a

i + e cos _ vza _ 0

11 + (e_/_ci_ c

If u3 is large, this must be true when cos mcVz3_0 or when

m _ __[I__ (l+2n), n= 0, 1, 2.
c 2 T_a

(124)

The real part of the expression, Equation 123, will then be

N S = 2k.+k1 e

/x

2 ÷ ua e
t_
c /1 + (Q/_)2

C

(125)
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If the sign of sin Wc_3 is positive, the stability number is positive and the
system is stable. If it is negative, Ns could possibly be negative. There-
fore n = I, 3, . . corresponds to the successive crossover points of the

Nyquist diagram of Figure 4, and n = 0, 2.... must then correspond to

the places where the loops cross the real axis on the right. The crossover

frequency occurs then at the first crossing with 180 degree phase lag, n - i.

3_
m _ (126)
C 2T13

That this is a good approximation for the crossover frequency can be

seen on Figure 33, where the observed crossover frequency for the Nyquist

diagram has been plotted against the total residence time T:a. (The line

is Equation 126. ) The agreement is good, but generally trails off at the

larger residence times. This results from the fact that fi3, as well as

other factors of cos a__¢la,
proximation to tUc might be

3rr

Wc 2TI_ -

are no longer dominantly large. A better ap-

3_ _ +H

_a e

However, in view of other approximations to be made this hardly appears

to be justified.

Using Equation 126 for the crossover frequency, the stability number

Equation 125 can be written

A

N _ 2 k. + 2k k ua
4_ H

- e (127)

s i e e v/1 +(_ /_)_
c

The criterion for oscillatory stability is that N s > 0. Therefore a system
which is strongly choked upstream and downstream will be stable if

k. fia -H
1 +__1 e

k > .... 2 -= Z (128)
e / 1 + /QF

C

Equation 128 may be interpreted as follows. The left side may be

thought of as a ratio of stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drops, properly

weighted. The system upstream pressure drop is ki and the exit pressure

drop is keu _. ki + ke is the stabilizing force and ke is the destabilizing

force. It is interesting that the exit pressure drop contributes both to

stability and instability. As discussed in Section 5, the inlet pressure drop

is only stabilizing. F, the right-hand side of Equation 128, may be thought

of as a measure of the size or the expansion of the principle loop of the

Nyquist diagram. The larger the loop the less likely the system is stable,

though it still may stillbe stable if the upstream pressure drop ki is large

enough. The loop expansion Z is proportional to the overall fluid expansion
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fi_. u3 depends on the energy input relative to the flow rate and the sub-

cooling; however, E is damped by the heat transfer rate in the exponen-

tial. The denominator provides the proper scale factor.

Friction Pressure Drop

Equations 127 and 128 apply when the inlet and exit pressure drops dom-

inate the system. The effect of the friction pressure drop in the test section
will be considered here in much the same way. The heavy-region friction

pressure drop from Equation 52 is

The light-region friction pressure drop is given by Enuation 59. Using

the same approximations as before, Equations 115 to 120, this maybe

simplified to

_ - -(s+H)TI_) ]1 _(l-e

i--- s-Q ]
It can then be rearranged to give

5bps_

6ul

where

F23 =

_3
F Lau.ae_ T_-HTz_- ST13](ua - 1) - s r_'-'- (130)

1 _ r!._- 2(_/s + s/n) + sl_ (s/_ + _/s - s)J1e(S-_.)_-_

As before, since

nearly equal to

F_3

e (s-_)v_ is a small number F_ will be assumed real and

3 +-_ _ _.

at the crossover frequency. The friction pressure drops may then be

treated in the same m_nner as the downstream pressure drop. The cross-

over frequency may be taken as Equation 126. Then the real part of the"

resulting expression in Equation 129 and 130 can be added to the stability

number of Equation 127 as the friction pressure drop contributions. These

will be
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R_

if the term (_m -_) 8x

A

_a_ (Yl fia e- S
-__ /_c ) .

3

can be neglected. It is perhaps more convenient

to write the third term of this expression in terms of the expansion factor
appearing in Equation 128.

r

Ret 56_.6Pj_P + 5_P_ 2_._, + 2_ 5a-1 _ 2 w_ _. (131)
k

where wna is the weighting factor

1 1 + (_/_c

1 )a (132)w_ • -_ +-9(_cIn _ 2n/Wc

Adding this contribution to the expression for the stability number,

Equation 129 becomes

N _2k.+2._'_,+2q_s, . _ +2k'e-2(ke +_fia._ w_) E (133)

The heavy-region pressure drop is seen to be only stabilizing. The light-

region pressure drop, like that for the downstream orifice, contributes

some to both stabilizing and destabilizing forces.

Acceleration Pressure Drop

The same general procedure will again be used to add the effect of the

acceleration pressure drop into Equation 133. Using Equations 115 through

120, the acceleration pressure drop, Equation 57, can be simplified to

1 12 1-e
S

- S I"_1D
s-f) J

This can be rearranged into a form similar to the heavy-region friction

ond downstream orifice pressure drops.
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5Apa

6u 1

= 0% 3- fl _ ;I F
S S a

e_ T2s-HTz_-ST13
(134)

where

F
a - (i - O/s) (i - s/n)

As before, as sum e

F
a

F a to be approximated, at the crossover frequency, by

1

/ 2

1 0

2 +'_ me

The real part of Equation 134 should then be nearly equal to

Re = f?'r23 - w r,
a

where the weighting factor w a is given by

(135)

1 +

e

i - W /0) _
i (oi®c o

(136)

The contribution of the acceleration pressure drop, Equation 135,

added to the stability number expression, Equation 133, gives

w)
(137)

From Equation 137 the criterion for stability can then be written

k. + ¢_ +q_ +_ + k1 2 e

w
__a + _%3 w_ + k2 O e

> Z (138)

Equation 132 represents a simplified stability criterion for the system.
It includes the effects of upstream and downstream orifice and the accelera-

tion and fricti'on pressure drops in the test section. It does not include the

inertia or body force pressure drops. Since these have been found to be

completely negligible or zero for the sets of data analyzed they will be o-

mitted in this approximate analysis. Equation 138 is valid only when

there is no outlet plenum.
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Outlet Plenum

A correction will be developed here to account for an outlet plenum

when it is present in the system. The plenum acts to damp out oscillations

which enter it before they reach the outlet oi_ifice. It is convenient then
to define an effective orifice coefficient to account for the plenum's behavior.

Consider the exit pressure perturbation again as given by Equation 69.

Assume that the factor (l/y) (l+2c3s)/(l+cas) in the denominator is nearly

unity. Write Equation 69 as

k [ ]e

5P_ _ (l+cds)2 u_ 6_3 + (i + css) 6ua

As the factor of the fi_a 5Ps term take as the effective orifice coefficient;

(ke)eff, ke divided by the magnitude of the damping factor, ignoring the

phase differences:

(ke)ef f

k
e

1 + (caw)_
C

The contribution of the plenum on the 6ua term is slightly different.

the original assumptions of Equations 115 to 120 the 5u a term can be
w ritt en

(139)

(140)

From

k k [ Q _ _(s+H)TI2 ]
-- e 5ua _ e i---+-- e

1 + cas 6ul 1 + cas s s

By comparison with Equation 121 and the earlier development without the

plenum it can be shown that the exponential term here contributed an insig-

nificant amount to the destabilizing effect of the downstream orifice. The

real constant 1 was responsible for the stabilizing effect. If the exponen-

tial term is again neglected and the real part of the remainder is considered

at the crossover frequency,

e 1- e
Re 1+ic3_ c - l+(Ca_c) _ (l+caO) = (ke)ef f (l+ca_)

Therefore the contribution to the stabilizing forces can be written as the

effective coefficient times the factor (l+ca_).

Complete Criterion

Incorporating the effect of the plenum into Equation 137 for the stability

number, the final expression can be written

fta-1 + _)_3 + 2(ke)ef f (l+ca_)Ns _ 2k._ + 2¢p_eTl_ + 2_a f)

- 2 (ke)ef f + _a _.f_ w2a + E (141)
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The criterion for stability can then be written

k. +cplaTla + _ + cPaa + (k e) (l+c_q)
I 2 _ eff ua _

__..aa f_ + (ke)ef f 1 +2

^

-H
e

2
-r,

(142)

As discussed above for Equation 128 the criterion can be interpreted in

terms of the ratio of stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drops, _, and the

Nyquist diagram loop size, 5:. Using the steady-state pressure drop ex-

pressions of Equations 52, 57, 59, 62, and 68, Y can be written as

L -aT_ i]

"3A_ a a i)

2 [(ke)eff(l+c_) I

(143)

[2o.w ]r ke,eff1
+ 1 + L 7--=--keua

For convenience the criterion Equation 142 and all expressions re-

quired to evaluate it are collected together in Table 14.

APPLICATION TO DATA AND DISCUSSION

Figure 34 shows the pressure drop ratio Y plotted against the Nyquist

loop expansion F for all three sets of data. The solid line is Equation 142

written as an equality. If the points fall above the line they are predicted

to be stable. The values of _ and Z for each run considered are also

tabulated in Tables 2, 4, and 9 for reference.

For the most pax the agreement between the criterion and the data is

good. There are about ten data points which fall on the wrong side of the

line further than about 20 to 25 percent away. As can be seen from the

tabulated results, the points generally agree well with the Nyquist results.

The runs with the smallest stability numbers are the closest to the line on

Figure 34. There are exceptions however. The most notable series of

runs which has wide discrepancies is Thurston's early series with the

smaller plenum and the smaller orifices. These runs contribute four of

the incorrect points of Figure 34, and they contributed three incorrect

points on Figure 6; however, the incorrect points are not necessarily the

same ones. This is a peculiarity without an adequate explanation at pre-

sent.

There are several interesting points about the criterion in Equation

142. The ratio of the stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drops ! shows

that all of the pressure drops contribute to some extent toward stability;

on the other hand, only those downstream from the transition point are
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Table 14

SIMPLIFIED STABILITY CRITERION

Stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drop ratio > Nyquist loop size

> E for stability

where

Ln _ 2 (ke)eff( 1 +caQ)

k ua
e

w a 2_awm

&Pa 2(aa-1) + AP2a _ + tJf>a4 (ke)eff"
ke f-_

(1)

(2)

= u_
I +* lexp _ ('rl_ T_)

5_+ 1

&i5c_ - k.
1

_DI_ = Cpl 2 TI_

15_3 = ct_3

_ = kefi _

k
e

(ke)ef f = l+(C_mc)K

3w

c 2Tta

!1+ (01%)_
+ _ (Ql%-_cl_)2

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lO)

{11)

.!l I + (_/%)_

w_ = 3 4 1 (_c/_- 2_/_ )21 9 c

Additional relations:

v_3 = q

T13 = T12 + T_3

(12)

(13)

(14)

05)
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destabilizing. This agrees with the general comments made in Section 5

(page 27), where it was reasoned that those pressure drops downstream of

the transition point feed back delayed signals which cause the instability.

The criterion indicates the same thing. The Nyquist loop size is determined

from the factors of the delay e-ST13. This delay appears in the accelera-

tion, friction, and downstream pressure drop terms. Therefore these,

with the appropriate weighting factors, are destabilizing.

The Nyquist loop size factor y shows the importance of the fluid expan-

sion fi3, the heat transfer rate C w/_ and the residence time _'1_" The latter
enters into both the exponential and the scale factor in the denominator: the

shorter the delay time _13 the more the loop size is reduced by the denominator.

Since the heat transfer rate appears in the exponential, its effect is

the strongest. A small error in the prediction of the heat transfer coeffi-

cient can make a big difference in the loop size and the stability predic,

tion. Since the effect is the largest when the factor r_ + (2u3/_fi_+l_) T_a is

largest, the heat transfer would generally have its greatest damping effect

when the fluid residence time T13 = T12 + T_ iS largest. The NASA runs

generally had the largest residence times, Thurston's the shortest.

The relation between the residence time and the heat transfer damping

effect can be explained physically as follows. It was shown in Equation 37

that the heat transfer rate diminished the fluid reaction frequency. If the

fluid is rising in temperature and is expanding it will tend to receive more

energy from the augmented heat transfer area. This will increase the

temperature even further. On the other hand, as the temperature rises

heat will be transferred back to the wall at a certain rate, thus diminish-

ing the further increase in temperature. But if the rate (or frequency) of

the original rise is much faster, the heat will have less time to be trans-
ferred back to the wall. Therefore the heat transfer effect will be rela-

tively smaller. As indicated by Equation 126, the lower the fluid residence

time the higher the frequency of the oscillations will be. Consequently

the heat transfer effect is less when the residence time is less, just as in-

dicated by the exponential in _.

The simplified criterion Equation 142 is also interesting in comparison

with Thurston's correlation, discussed earlier in this section. Thurston

wrote the fluid expansion fi3 in terms of his boiling number and specific
volume number as

(i- _)
u_ = 1 +NBo NSV D'

Putting this into the expression for the Nyquist loop size in Equation 142

and solving for the boiling number yields

1-D' I)NBO < 4_'( TI_" _ _E - i
NSV
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This is quite similar to Thurston's reformulation of Zuber's first-order
equation (Equation I08). The boiling number is inversely proportional to
the specific volume number. Thurston had a constant subtracted from the
right side, but it was essentially negligible. The magnitude of the coeffi-
cient can be estimated in the following way.

At the stability limit _ = _ . It can be seen from Figure 6 that

_ 15 roughly separates Thurston's stable and unstable points. T_ is
of the order of 0.05 for most of Thurston's runs. From Tsble 3,

D'/4_' = 1/1920 except for a few runs. Using these numbers gives a

coefficient of about 0.0075, as compared with 0.0045 from Thurston's

c0rrelation. From the NASA data take fi3 _ 6.5 from Figure 5,

TI_ _ 0.6, and D'/4_' _ 0. 001. This gives

o { )4_'(I-T_) _ ua_ . i _ 0.009

Therefore the coefficient is roughly constant for both sets of data. The

difference between the coefficients predicted here and Thurston's could

well be the different approaches used to evaluate _ here and NBO and

NSV by Thurston. It is concluded that Equation 142 provides a fairly

firm theoretical basis for Thurston's correlation. Furthermore, it should
permit the coefficient to be calculated in advance.
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Section 9

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

APPLICATION OF MODEL TO DATA

The figures in Section 6 indicate how well the approximate analytical

solution to the model predicts the instability observed experimentally by

three different investigators. The agreement is reasonably good. The

model is quite good in differentiating between members of a series of runs

which are the least stable. However, the value of the stability number at

incipient instability tended to be slightly conservative. The predicted sta-

bility number was generally negative in the range of -15 to -25 when the

experimental stability limit was reached.

There are isolated exceptions. The most notable general exception

appeared to be Cleveland's runs with the upstream orifice. Thurston's

runs with the smaller plenum and downstream orifices tended to give a

larger proportion of questionable results. There is no conclusive explana-

tion for these discrepancies. For the former a great deal of scatter in the

values of the orifice coefficients was obtained; having to back-calculate

the upstream pressure drop from the entire system pressure drop pro-

bably contributed a great deal to the scatter. For the latter, these runs

tended to be exceptionally sensitive to the parameters used. Future ex-

perimental studies could emphasize runs with similar operating conditions.

Experience with the applications has indicated several desirable mea-

surements which should be included in any experimental program. The

analysis has shown the importance of participation of the entire system in

the instability phenomenon. Therefore pressure drops should be carefully
measured both upstream and downstream of the test section. The measure-

ments should be taken as closely as possible to incipient instability to deter-
mine the stability limit. Finally the importance of simultaneous heat trans-

fer measurements is discussed in this section.

The results presented in Section 6 were obtained using the approximate

solution to the system equations. Figure 27 indicates how well that asymp-

totic approximation predicts the actual system stability number. The trend

indicates that the approximation gives stability numbers somewhat closer to

zero. In general the exact solutions confirmed the asymptotic approxima-
tion's ability to correctly order a series of runs, from the most to the least

stable. It is concluded, then, that the asymptotic approximation is a useful

tool in obtaining a closed-form solution to this problem. The results ob-

tained are close to quantitative, and it is felt that the advantages of a closed--

form solution greatly outweigh the numerical discrepancies. The develop-

ment of a simplified criterion in Section 8 is a case in point.
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The comparison between the model and the data indicates that there
may be limitations on the model. The rather consistent tendency to be con-
servative in the stability predictions suggests the possible omission of a
stabilizing force. If so, it is believed to be minor. It is felt the known
limitations of the model can be at least as important; therefore it would be
most fruitful to determine experimentally or theoretically conditions under
which the present model clearly fails rather than to attempt to tighten the
prediction for these data.

Experience gained in using the two-region approximation to the 1/p-i

curve suggests that this is not a serious limitation to the model. It is re-

commended that the two-region approximation be applied in such a way as

to yield the correct fluid residence time. Therefore the approximation

should closely match the area under the 0-i curve. This approach is not

necessarily consistent with choosing the transposed critical temperature
for the transition point as was suggested by Zuber(1) and by Thurston. (2)

Applied as recommended, the two-region approximation should not contri-
bute errors of more than 10 to 15 percent in the stability number. Con-

sistently applied, it should always give the correct relative stability pre-

diction among several runs.

There are a number of other possible limitations on the model. Ex-

perience with the treatment of the heat transfer to the wall is discussed in
detail below. Other assumptions implicit in the analysis have not been in-

vestigated. The model is one-dimensional even though there are large

temperature variations in the radial direction. The model formulation

basically ignores the large variations in physical properties as the fluid

passes through the transposed critical temperature. It is not known how
this would influence the friction factor and the heat transfer characteristics

used. The assumption that the energy equation is independent of pressure

may be questioned in some of both Thurston's and Cleveland's runs in which

the pressure changed considerably over the test section. Eventhough the

specific volume versus enthalpy or distance was adjusted to agree with this

pressure drop, expansion work in the energy equation could be significant.

In a few runs, expecially in Cleveland's data, the pressure fell sufficiently

so that the fluid would pass through a subcritical, two-phase region. The

runs were treated as if this had not occurred. It is not known how any of

these effects might influence the stability prediction.

Zuber noted that the model as originally developed should apply to(_b-
critical, two-phase systems when there is no slip between the phases.

Attempts to use the analysis at low pressures, Pr _ 0_ 1 were consistently

unsuccessful. The model predicted that the systems were much more un-

stable than observed experimentally. However, the slip velocity was esti-

mated to have a large effect on the mixture specific Volume. It is concluded

that slip must be accounted for. Zuber has recently published(4) an exten-

sion of the basic model used here which includes the effect of slip, but it has

apparently not yet been compared with experimental data.
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EFFECT OF WALL HEAT TRANSFER

It has been shown in this analysis that the heat transfer to the test sec-

tion wall is a very important stabilizing influence in supercritical systems.

From the three sets of data considered here it is not adequate to assume

that the test section wall is negligibly thin. It is not believed that it will be

negligible in any system.

So long as the wall has a sufficiently large thermal capacitance the

dynamics of the heat transfer to and from the wall must be included. The

effect can be explained physically as follows. As the fluid temperature in-

creases, it expands and is exposed to more heating surface area; therefore

the fluid will receive more energy and rise higher in temperature. If the

wall is infinitely thin its temperature will rise the same amount to maintain

the transfer of all the energy to the fluid. If the wall has a finite thermal

capacitance, its temperature will not rise instantaneously; therefore the

temperature difference and consequently the energy transferred will be

diminished. For a given fluid temperature rise, the higher the film heat

transfer coefficient the greater the decrease in energy received by the

fluid. Since the resultant enthalpy and density changes are diminished,

the system tends to be more stable.

The above argument and the model used suggest that this heat transfer

effect would not bepresent in subcritical, two-phase systems. Neglect of

the w all capacitance may therefore be entirely justifiable except when the

fluid is single-phase. If the heat transfer is expressed as the product of a

constant coefficient and the temperature difference between the wall and the

bulk fluid, the energy transferred should stay constant in spite of fluctua-

tions in the two-phase bulk properties. Eventhough the bulk enthalpy may
change, the temperature should remain at the saturation temperature. How-

ever, the heat transfer coefficient may well fluctuate with physical pro-

perties and flow rates in both single- and two-phase systems. This possi-

bility was not considered in the present analysis; it is not known how it

would affect the predicted stability number.

Since the supercritical stability number strongly depends on the heat

transfer effect, the results are particularly sensitive to the value of the

heat transfer coefficient used. A given percentage change in the heat

transfer coefficient might make an even larger change in the predicted

stability number. This is shown most clearly by the simplified criterion

developed in Section 8. Generally, the larger the residence time of the

fluid the more sensitive is the stability number to changes in the heat

transfer coefficient. Prediction of heat transfer coefficients for super-

Critical fluids does not appear to be on firm ground; property variations

both with radius and length make it difficult to select the proper average

value to be used in the analysis. It is concluded that this lack of certainty

on the heat transfer coefficient is the major limitation on the analysis as
it stands now. Uncertainty in h' could easily account for the differences

observed between the calculated stability numbers and the experimental
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results. This is true even for Thurston's data, which included sufficient
data to calculate the coefficient as a function of distance for one run.;:'

In view of the importance of the heat transfer coefficient more work
needs to be done to determine exactly the reliability of the prediction of
h'. Clearly any experimental work on instabilities should include the mea-

surement of heat transfer coefficients.

SIMPLIFIED CRITERION

A simplified stability criterion has been developed from the full charac-

teristic equation for the system. The criterion,and the parameters needed

to apply it, are included in Table 14. Figure 34 shows how well it applies
to all three sets of data considered. Considering the simplicity of the

criterion and the diverse experimental conditions, the agreement is thought

to be very good.

The criterion is in the form of a simple equation. It states that a ratio

of stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drops, when properly weighted, must

exceed a measure of the Nyquist loop size. All parameters in the criterion

are theoretically based on the model used here and can be predicted in ad-

vance. There are no parameters which must be adjusted to fit sets of ex-

perimental data. The criterion includes the effects of upstream and down-

stream pressure drops, as well as the acceleration and friction pressure

drops in the test section. Pressure drops upstream from the transition

point are stabilizing; all those downstream contribute to both stabilizing

and destabilizing forces. The Nyquist loop size depends on the energy in-

put relative to the flow rate through the factor fi._, the overall fluid ex-

pansion. The loop size is strongly affected by the heat transfer coefficient

for the system.

Since the criterion was derived with few explicit ].imitations on the

size of any of the important parameters, the criterion should have a faif_ly

broad applicability. The effect of gravity and body forces has been omitted

because it was quite negligible in the forced convection systems considered.

Therefore the criterion should not apply to natural circulation loops.

Otherwise there are ostensibly no limitations.

Although the data to which the criterion has been applied are faily di-

verse, there are undoubtedly regions where it will fail. The available data

do not clearly indicate where these might be. Certainly the criterion should

fail when the complete analytical model fails. There is an indication also

that the criterion might be weak when the total fluid residence time grows

large. One result that falls out of the simplification is that the crossover

*A recent paper by Thurston (26) indicates that the heat transfer coefficient

in the heavy region tends to be somewhat higher near the unstable condi-

tions than would be normally predicted. This just emphasizes the

lack of confidence in heat transfer predicti'ons for these fluids.
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frequency, or the oscillation frequency at the stability limit, should be in-
versely proportional to the residence time. This, incidently, is a result
found experimentally by Stenning and Veziroglu. (8) Figure 33 shows that
at the larger values of T13this is less likely to be true. Although the pre-
dictions of the criterion on Figure 34 do not appear to be significantly less
valid at the larger residence times, this is a possibility which could be
investigated. Other limitations of the criterion will have to be determined
by comparison with additional experimental data.

In view of the simplicity and wide applicability _0f the criterion of
Table 14 it is recommended that it be used as a guideline in designing
stable-operating supereritical heat exchangers. Since the available data
do not seem to point out all the limitations of the criterion, more data are
needed. It is recommended that controlled laboratory experimentation be
performed to further confirm or disprove the utility of the criterion.

CONTROL OF OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR

The results obtained from the full characteristic equation, the Nyquist

diagrams, the simplified criterion, and even the signal flow diagram of

Figure 3 all indicate that the pressure drops upstream of the transition

point are stabilizing. This is a generally accepted experimental fact as
well.(1) This observation can be used as a basis for a feedback control

scheme to eliminate any oscillatory behavior.

As discussed in Section 5, the instabilities are caused by the feedback

of delayed signals by the pressure drops downstream of the transition point.

Therefore, it should be expected that if any signal at the outlet of the ex-

changer, such as the temperature or velocity, were measured and fed back

to control the upstream pressure or velocity, the instabilities would only be

aggravated. The control signal would only add to the inherent pressure

drop feedback of delayed signals. However, if any signal were measured

near or upstream from the transition point the feedback would be stabiliz-

ing. What is measured and what is controlled is largely a matter of con-

venience for the particular application. The important point is that the

measuring point should be upstream of the transition point, or at least

close enough to it that the delay is minimized.

This same idea has been successfully applied experimentally by Hill
and McCann. (11) In controlling a reactor preheater for supercritical pro-

pane they observed that the control was poor when outlet measurements

were used for the feedback signal. Control improved considerably when

measurements were made at an intermediate position in the heater. Al-

though instabilities as such were not observed, the point is well illustrated.
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Section i0

NOMENCLATURE

(MLT % System of Units Used with H Defined by H=ML_r -2)

Note: Throughout the report dimensioned variables have been identi-

fied by a prime. The nomenclature lists all variables in dimensionless

form, however, with their corresponding dimensions included.

A Coefficient defined in Equation 48

A
C

A
W

Cross-sectional area of tube [L _]

Cross-sectional area of tube wall [L 2]

B Coefficient defined in Equation 48

C
W

Thermal capacitance of the wall, defined in Equation A-30

Cp,

C
W

C
V

Specific heat at constant pressure and volume [HM n 8-1]

Wall specific heat [HM_8 "_]

c3 Plenum volumetric capacitance, defined by Equation A-26

D Tube diameter ILl

Fa, F_ Functions in Equations 130 and 134

f FI:iction factor

G Mass flow rate [ML-_q '-_]

G(s), Complex portion of characteristic equation defined in Equation 76;

G'_, C_ subscripts refer to the order of the characteristic equation.

g Gravitational constant [LT -e]

H Cw/_.7

h H(TI_ + T_/_ave)

h Film heat transfer coefficient [ 8L-_T -1]

i, _i Enthalpy, enthalpy rise [HM -1]

K Negative of operating point on Nyquist diagram, defined for Equa-
tion 75
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k

ki, ke,

(ke) eff

L
e

1

W

m1,2

NBO

NGLP

N
S

NSUB

NSV

N u

P

P
r

P' Pc

aP

_P_

q

qw

R

R
e

Conductivity [eL-1T -1]

Inlet and exit orifice coefficients; effective k e defined in Equation

140

L (I - T:e)

Test section length [L]

Wall thickness [L]

Parameters defined in Equation 43

Boiling number, defined in Equation 110

Gas-to-liquid pressure drop ratio, defined by Equation 111

Stability number, defined by Equation 75

Subcooling number, defined by Equation 110

Specific volume number, defined by Equation 109

Nusselt number

Number of poles

Prandtl number

Pressure, critical pressure [ML-1T -2]

Pressure drop [ML"tT -2]

Friction pressure drop in heavy and light regions

Input energy flux [HL-2T -1]

Energy transferred from wall to fluid [HL-_T -1]

Gas constant; also used as number of rotations of Nyquist diagram

Reynold s number

Reaction frequency, defined in Equation 38

Operator for time derivative or parameter in Laplace trans-
formation
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T,T
C

t

U

V

V

_,,_

vf, *

_Vfg

W

Wg, w

X_

Y

Z

Z

Greek Letters

¥

6()

k*

g

P

Z

Temperature, critical temperature [e]

Time [T]

Heat transfer time, defined by Equation A-31

Conduction time, defined by Equation A-32

Velocity [LT -1]

Plenum volume

Specific volume

Vapor and liquid mass flow rates

P seud o- qu alit y

Distance coordinate in wall [L]

Number of zeroes

Distance ILl

[L ]

Pseudo-liquid specific volume and volume change in pseudo-

vaporization used by Thurston [L31V1-1]

Function of wall energy storage, defined by Equation 29

[MT -1 ]

Ratio of specific heats in plenum

Perturb ation variable

Distance or residence time coordinate, defined by Equation 41

Length of the heavy region, = T [L]

Pseudo-latent heat used by Thurston

Viscosity [ML-1T -1 ]

Tube perimeter ILl

Density [ML -a]

Nyquist loop size parameter, defined in Table 14
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'rl_ ,, l-m, Residence time in heavy region, light region_total test section

¢p

D

C

Subs cripts

a A cceler ation

bg Body force in light Region

ex. External

f Liq_iid orheavy fluid

g Vapor

h Heavy region

I Inertia

Light region

p Plenum

w Wall

o,_, _, Positions on Figure 1

S' 4'

Supers c ript. s

()' Dimensioned variable

(-') Steady- state variable

Dimensionless friction coefficient, defined in Equation A-28

Martinelli two-phase flow parameter

Ratio of stabilizing to destabilizing pressure drops defined in

Table 14

Reaction frequency defined by Equation A-23

Frequency in Nyquist diagram, crossover frequency
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Appendix

CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS

The relationships derived in Section 5 to obtain the characteristic equa-

tion will be collected here. It will then be compared with Zuber's fifth and

third order characteristic equations.

The characteristic equation from Equation 73 is:

where

5u I 6u I 6u I +
=0 (A-I)

6AP-az = 2 k i (A-2)
6 u 1

5 Aph

6,.11
)51

- (g+cPls 5ul + (s+2cPl_) _1_
(A-3)

=6__Pi + 6Ap_____aa+6A___:__+
5u_ 5u 1 5u_ 5u 1 5u 1

(A-4)

and

]
51_ k e + 2 5u3]= 1 + cas (A-5)

5APL-= sTta : 6.ul8 U I. _

"1

ml raS_l) + rnl _ (e n_ %S_l) |(e
n_ 6u 1 J

5k_tip_a- _51 [{_ rr_ m__J A mi% s5u I = _uul+ Q%_ + ml - _ (e -1) +

(A-6)

(A-7)
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+_ _

B/Su_ en_ _3

I
rr_+n /6u_

I-e "m 1 -f)

The expressions for 8k, 5p_, and 8us are given by

6X 1 -e
-(s +W) _=

6ul s+W

5ul f_ e -r-_u _ e

A
= _ r_

6 ul 5ui

B
rnz _ss+ m_ --:---e

(u._ e rnl %3_ 1) +

Other parameters are

A/6u_
i - (D - r_) 5k/Sux

f"_ (rr_ - m 1)

B/6_ =
Tm (n_ -m 1) "

8.-s _/_ +fl(fl__)ml,_ - 2

(A-8)

(A-9)

(A-:O)

(A-li)

(A-12)

(A-13)

(A-14)

(A-15)

1
Ok=fl - --------- W

Pave

W

J W(Cw/-7 w) _ tanh_._

l +(J/Jw)SJ_-J-_w tanhs_-5_w

=1+__tk
ave 2

(A-16)

(A-17)

(A-18)
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Some steady-state relations required are

&= t/5_

fia= i +Q (i -Tim)

____
T_3- f_

(A-19)

(A-20)

(A-21)

To evaluate the characteristic equation, Equation A-l, with the set of Equa-

tions A-2 to A-21, twelve dimensionless parameters are required. These

are TI_, Q, ke, ki, %, Y, _m, q_3, g, Cw,"_, and "_w. These are defined in

terms of more readily available experimental parameters.

= _ i{ ,:,_,
Tz_ = i_ -i_' q' g'_' Ac p_ul

where the choice of _ is discussed in Section 7.

n= ( Bv'l_-TF-lpq' g'_'A6-G7

ke =_ 5_
(_'_)_

_I u__

v'
Ca = , _--'--7-Ac

! !
y= (Cp/C v) at position 3

f_'

q_mor _3 =_-_,

Ul

Cw = A" _ c_¢
AG _ Cl_

h' g'

k4_ _'

(A-22)

(A-23)

(A-24)

(A-25)

(A-26)

(A-27)

(A-28)

(A-29)

(A-30)

(A-31)

(A-32)
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COMPARISON WITH ZUBER'S FIFTH-ORDER
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

Zuber's most general fifth-order equation (1) can be written when there
is no plenum, i.e., c3--0, justas Equation A-I. The pressure drops, Equa-
tionsA-2to A-5, are also the same for Zuber's fifth-order equation. The
difference comes only in the pressure drops in the test section in Equations
A-6 and those following. For Zuber's fifth-order equation these expressions
are:

55t>j___=sTm (_- s)-=-B-BTas (A-33)
6ux 0ul

L

5&--'_'PJag--= -g + _ %a - - 1 -- - (A

5ui _-5-uul s 5"ul f_ f_
k

5&P_ =_s --- +Txa F% e -i +
5ul 5u i 2Q- s 5u i

(A-34)

-35)

+ Q-Q2s 5uiB (_h-l)j (A-36)

-sT_a5k l-e
= (A-37)

5u_ s

5.___ QT_( A (Q-s)%_ B )
- e + (A-38)- 8ul

-s) B (A-39)
6Ug = Tl_ _

A/Su x i - s 5k/Su i
- %a (s-_) (A-A0)

B/Sul= 1-D6X/6u_
via (s-Q) (A-41)

Zuber's fifth-order equation has been written this way to emphasize the

similarity between it and the results from the current model. The equations

compare term by term. The only difference is that Zuber assumed the wall

heat capacity zero, making W = 0. By taking W = 0 in Equations A -6 to A-17
it may be immediately shown that
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mz, _ :Q- s, 0

and Equations A-33 to A-41 follow immediately from Equations A-6 to A-14.

In a sense, then, the current model may be thought of as a fifth-order ex-

ponential polynomial. Only the radicals in mz, 2 and the expression for W

keeps it from being one.

ZUBER'S THIRD-ORDER CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

Zuber's third-order characteristic equation differs from the fifth-order

only in the expressions for the acceleration, body force, and friction pressure

drops in the light region, Equations A-34 to A-36. These were simplified

by letting the velocity fi = _ while integrating these pressure drop perturbations

across the light region. The resulting expressions are:

5 u z 5 u I
-_ (I -T_) A (_- s)T2_ i ] (A-42)5u---_e - s 5ul T2_

u.... E ues (A-43)

-- = -- e

8u 1 cp_s _uz+ T_ - 2u3_ 8U z
4-

]

_ 5 u 1

]I
where the remaining expressions are the same as before.

(A -44)

Comparing Equations A-42 to A-44 with Equations A-34 to A-36 shows

that factors of I/s, I/(_-s), and i/(2_- s)have been eliminated from the second

terms. The omission of the latter two result in the lowering of the order of

the characteristic equation by two orders in s. Also, it may be readily shown
by comparing any of the three Equations A-42 to A-44 with its fifth-order

counterpart, that the third-order equation has a pole at s :Q. The fifth does
not. As shown in Section 8 this leads to difficulties for the third-order

equation.
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